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# Email Bibliographic Timeline

## Seminal Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>See page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1844</td>
<td>First “electronic” mail service developed</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Teleprinter invented</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Amateur radio National Traffic System started</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924, May</td>
<td>Fax machine developed</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920s</td>
<td>Teletypewriter switched communication service created</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>Pagers introduced</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Switched networking used for government communications</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>First computer-based chat service created</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965, August 6</td>
<td>First computer-based email program created</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967, October</td>
<td>Email is offered as one rationale for the ARPANET</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969, Summer</td>
<td>Multics adds email</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969, August 30</td>
<td>First ARPANET IMP delivered</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969, December</td>
<td>ARPANET research network starts operation</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970, January</td>
<td>MAILGRAM mail service initiated</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>NLS Mail adds attachments</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Memo-styled email created</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971, Fall</td>
<td>Networked email demonstrated</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>First spam email sent</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>First text-oriented teleconferencing system developed</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972, Early</td>
<td>Network mail capability becomes widely distributed</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972, July</td>
<td>Selective email-reading created</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972, August</td>
<td>ARPANET email transfer mechanism specified</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973, February 23</td>
<td>Uniformity in mail systems discussed</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973, August</td>
<td>Email messages linked into a “conversation”</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973, September 5</td>
<td>ARPANET mail headers specified</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>First worldwide corporate email system created</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974, mid</td>
<td>First “integrated” email system developed</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>See page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1974, mid</td>
<td>MSG: the first modern email application introduced, includes Reply and Forward</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974, November 27</td>
<td>Unix MBOX file format developed</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975, April 30</td>
<td>First <em>de facto</em> standard of memo-oriented format for email published</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975, June 7</td>
<td>DARPA’s MSGGroup working group formed</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975, June 30</td>
<td>“Electronic mail” term used for the first time</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975, November</td>
<td>Need to handle junk mail recognized</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Datacomputer repository, the Message Archiving &amp; Retrieval Service, becomes available</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976, March 26</td>
<td>Email across a network is first used by a head of state</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976, Fall</td>
<td>Email is first used during a U.S. presidential campaign</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976, November</td>
<td>“Header-People” discussion list formed</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976, November 8</td>
<td>First attachments for ARPANET email added</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976, November 13</td>
<td>First stand-alone commercial email system offered</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977, May and November</td>
<td>ARPANET email message format standards developed</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977, Fall</td>
<td>Active message processing</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977, December</td>
<td>First email-centric publication appears</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978, January – February</td>
<td>Public community bulletin board established</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978, Early</td>
<td>Large companies now using email for internal communications</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978, May 3</td>
<td>First commercial junk (spam) email appears on the ARPANET</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978, August 18</td>
<td>Dial-up phone lines used to distribute email among Unix systems</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978, September</td>
<td>International email standards effort proposed</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978, Fall</td>
<td>Email flows between the ARPANET and other networks</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978-1979</td>
<td>First user authentication and graphical user interface for email developed</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979, February</td>
<td>First email offering for home users</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>See page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1979, Early</td>
<td>First client-server architecture for delivering email developed</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979, March</td>
<td>International protocol for email over X.25 networks proposed</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979, May 27</td>
<td>Dialnet announced</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979, June</td>
<td>NLS adds automatically distributed email</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979, August</td>
<td>USPS seeks to compete against commercial email offerings</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979, September 24</td>
<td>CompuServe enters the email game</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Newsgroups effort starts</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980, January</td>
<td>Postal services deliver faxes</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980, April</td>
<td>International email standards specification begins</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980, June</td>
<td>Binary data is encoded for transmission via email</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981, January</td>
<td>CSNET enables universities without ARPANET access to connect via Telenet</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981, Spring</td>
<td>BITNET provides competition for CSNET and UUCP</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982, January</td>
<td>Multimedia email appears</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982, August</td>
<td>Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) specification published</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983, January 1</td>
<td>The U.S. government networks transition to TCP/IP, and a true internet is born</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983, April</td>
<td>First US industry organization focused on email started</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983, September 23</td>
<td>MCI Mail launched</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983, November</td>
<td>First international email standard submitted for approval</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983, late</td>
<td>Email gateways and bridges appear</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984, February 13</td>
<td>First commercial service with a graphical user interface offered</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984, August</td>
<td>Internet email interfaced to MCI Mail</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984, October</td>
<td>X.400 international email standard adopted</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984, October</td>
<td>Mail is fetched from a mailbox server</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985, September</td>
<td>Mail forwarded across mail system boundaries</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985, November</td>
<td>Mail gateway standards specified</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approximate date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>See page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1986, January</td>
<td>First international commercial email interconnection established</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986, February</td>
<td>MCI Mail interconnects with CompuServe</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986, May</td>
<td>Andrew Message System developed at CMU</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986, Summer</td>
<td>First automated email list distribution software developed</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>NSFNet initiates operations</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987, February</td>
<td>Privacy Enhanced Mail provides secure exchange of email</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987, September 20-25</td>
<td>Phishing first described and discussed</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988, July</td>
<td>IMAP published</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Eudora email client debuts</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989, March</td>
<td>World Wide Web proposed</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989, July 14</td>
<td>CompuServe connects to the Internet</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989, October</td>
<td>AOL: “Welcome! You’ve got mail.”</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991, mid</td>
<td>PGP adds encryption to email</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991, December 9</td>
<td>Commercial use of the Internet permitted</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992, June</td>
<td>MIME specified. What’s in the body of email?</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992, December 3</td>
<td>First SMS message sent</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994, March 9</td>
<td>First Web-based email system demonstrated</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994, November</td>
<td>Web-based social network starts with the founding of Geocities</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995, September 26</td>
<td>First commercial webmail offered</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997, July 11</td>
<td>Pictures are sent by cell phone</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999, July 12</td>
<td>First PDA to include email released</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003, August</td>
<td>Skype created</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004, April 1</td>
<td>Gmail introduced with large storage capacity</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004, June</td>
<td>First attempt to authenticate Internet mail senders initiated</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007, June</td>
<td>Apple introduces the iPhone which includes email</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011, July</td>
<td>Snapchat introduces short-lived messages</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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About This Timeline

This timeline reflects the history of computer-mediated human communications (any human communication that occurs through the use of two or more electronic devices), the events that led up to the development of electronic mail (email), and its commercialization. It is intended for use by researchers and academics interested in the technical evolution of email from its beginning through email as we know it at the time this was written (2022).

Today, email consists of messages that are transmitted and received by digital computers through a network. An email system enables computer users to send text, graphics, audio, programs, animated images, and video to other users. Facsimile, the sending of images by electronic means, is a variant of email, though not necessarily computer-mediated. Email is different from an electronic bulletin board, which is a computerized system that supports the public exchange of messages or files. Most bulletin boards are dedicated to a special interest, which may be an extremely narrow topic. Chat, texting, and instant messaging are variants of email, but differ in that they are all forms of text- or image-based communication in which two or more persons participate in a single personal conversation over their computers or mobile devices. These variants can be more ephemeral than standard email.

Computer users began communicating with each other and forming user communities soon after they were linked through time-sharing systems in the 1960s. Back then they variously had real time chat, person-to-person email, and public discussion groups, but were confined to a single computer or site.

That changed with the advent of computer networks. Networked email enabled people distributed around the world to work collaboratively to solve problems. In the Completion Report\(^1\) for the ARPANET in 1978, the authors state “There is little doubt that the techniques of network mail developed in connection with the ARPANET program are going to sweep the country and drastically change the techniques used for intercommunication in the public and private sectors.” This continued with the advent of the Internet.\(^2\) As Dave Clark of MIT pointed out in 1988, “Little did we know when we were developing email that we were actually creating a new paradigm for communication.”\(^3\)

Networked systems and the World Wide Web (WWW) have since added many other capabilities, from publishing to social media to virtual worlds. Yet the earliest forms of electronic communication still thrive and remain the foundation of online communities.


\(^2\) An 'internet' is a widely accepted technical term for a collection of disparate physical networks connected together with a particular type of packet switch, called 'routers'. The 'Internet' is the massive internet to which most people of the world now have access.

\(^3\) Personal communication between John Vittal and Dave Clark about June, 1988.
We use acronyms liberally throughout this document. At the end of the document, we provide definitions of some critical terms and a list of acronyms with their meaning as used herein.

We would like to also note that although we perhaps imply that a milestone happens based on the published record, it is often the case that the record is basically after-the-fact documentation of then-existing mechanisms that had been proposed and implemented, sometimes well before the published record, and had often been discussed and negotiated using email. Often, the source of the idea or mechanism and the discussion about it have been lost.

Unintentionally we may have missed some significant achievements. Indeed, one reason this has taken so long to produce is because we keep discovering mistakes and new information about what came first, or what inspired a particular event. If a significant milestone has been overlooked, or we’re wrong about what we state as a “first,” we apologize.

Finally, the URLs in this document were confirmed to work on Feb. 24, 2022. If they no longer work, and aren’t available at the Internet Archive, we apologize.

**Additional Historic Sources of Information**

There are many additional sources of archival information on email and its creation. A short inventory is below. The Computer History Museum (CHM) in Mountain View, CA, holds the original email bibliography that Elizabeth Feinler produced for the U.S. Navy in 1979, https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102785623. (Reprints of all items from this bibliography are available from the Computer History Museum.)

The Museum also holds Stanford Research Institute (SRI) Augmentation Research Center (ARC) / Network Information Center (NIC) archival records. A brief description and finding aid is available at https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102706170. Additionally, a “History and Background of SRI ARC and NIC” authored by Elizabeth Feinler is available at https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/500001010.

Other related Computer History Museum collections include:

- Cerf, Vint (Vinton) oral history, Acquisition X4308.2008, catalog number 102658186. [https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102658186](https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102658186)
- Engelbart’s Augmentation Research Center programmers oral history panel, Acquisition X5674.2010, catalog number 102702100. [https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102702100](https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102702100)
- Feinler, Elizabeth oral history, Acquisition X5378.2009, catalog number 102702199. [https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102702199](https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102702199)
- Vittal, John oral history, Acquisition X8188.2017, Catalog number 102738251. [https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102738251](https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102738251)
- Kahn, Bob (Robert) oral history, Acquisition X3699.2007, catalog number 102657973. [https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102657973](https://www.computerhistory.org/collections/catalog/102657973)
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Additional archival sources of information outside the Computer History Museum include:

- The Kleinrock Internet History Center, which is part of the Kleinrock Center for Internet Studies at UCLA.  [http://digital2.library.ucla.edu/internethistory/](http://digital2.library.ucla.edu/internethistory/)
Introduction

Email is a simple program to use. It is based on an interoffice memo format of “to,” “from,” and “subject.” It is therefore amazing that email and its derivatives have changed the way the world communicates.

Few people today remember that business executives of the past had secretaries. These secretaries were predominately women, and they were trained in the shorthand language and the proper formats for business correspondence. An executive would dictate to the secretary who would take the dictation in shorthand, then interpret the dictation, and type it on paper on a typewriter with one or two carbon copies. The correspondence would then be reviewed by the executive, sealed in a typed envelope, and delivered by inter-office correspondence mechanisms, or stamped and delivered by postal mail. Mistakes were corrected by retyping, or more recently using white-out fluid and typing over the mistake, which was both messy and tedious. Copies were filed by hand. There were rules for addresses, headers, salutations, and signatures. The process was formal, rigid, and time consuming.

Military correspondence was equally complex in that one branch of the military did not communicate randomly with someone in another branch of the military. Rather messages would go up through channels for approval in one branch before being delivered over to another branch then down through channels to the intended recipient. Similar restrictions often were practiced between organizations within a branch.

When users were exposed to electronic mail, or e-mail and then email as it soon was called, they were delighted that it was so easy to learn and was delivered so fast. At first email was a convenient tool for users on a single computer to correspond with each other. As networks developed, email became a tool for users to correspond using like computers on the same network. Then as protocols were developed and the Internet evolved, virtually every network user with an email program on their computer could correspond with any other user with an email program. Not only could email users on one network or in one country correspond with each other, but eventually users on dissimilar networks in different countries were sending messages across the world and these messages were delivered in minutes not days or weeks. Email was definitely the first “killer app.” It was easy, fast, cheap, and bypassed the formality of letter writing.

Because electronic mail changed the way the world communicated for most people, the authors thought it imperative that the history of how it evolved should be documented. This referenced timeline is an effort to do just that.
I. Setting the Stage (through 1962)

Where did email come from? We trace email’s beginnings to the mid-1800s with the ability to communicate over wires, either using code (e.g., Morse Code) or by sending images.

1843 to 1880

First image sent over a wire

The first technology to send an image over a wire was developed by Alexander Bain. Frederick Bakewell later improved upon this, creating the facility that is similar to today’s fax. Subsequently, in 1844 Paul Gottlieb Nipkow patented the Nipkow Disk, in 1860 Giovanni Caselli developed the Pantelegraph, and other developments followed. This implies that images were being transmitted before text.


1844

First “electronic” mail service developed

By 1838, Samuel Morse and Alfred Vail created what became known as “Morse code.” In 1843, Morse obtained $30,000 in funding from Congress to build an experimental line between Baltimore and Washington. The line was completed in 1844, superintended by Ezra Cornell, and, on May 24th, Cornell sent the first message, “What hath God wrought!”
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**1856**

*Western Union Telegraph Company established*
In 1851 the New York and Mississippi Valley Printing Telegraph Company was organized, and Ezra Cornell created the New York & Western Union Telegraph Company. In 1856 they merged, creating the Western Union Telegraph Company.


**1903, June 4**

*Radio telegraph/wireless encryption recognized as necessary*
Guglielmo Marconi was about to send a message to Prof. John Fleming, a colleague who was 300 miles away giving a lecture. Marconi claimed his system was secure. However, Nevil Maskelyne caused the printer in the lecture hall to print out

“There was a young man from Italy, who diddled the public quite prettily,”

proving Marconi’s system had been hacked. This initiated the development of wireless encryption.


**1908**

*Printing telegraph developed*
Charles Krum, at the Morkrum Company, developed a printing telegraph system. The first working model was made in 1908. This and Edward Kleinschmidt’s teleprinter were precursors to the fax machine.


**1914**

*Teleprinter invented*
Edward Kleinschmidt invented the teleprinter, a device for transmitting telegraph messages as they are keyed, and for printing messages received. Ultimately, Kleinschmidt’s company was merged with Morkrum Company and was renamed Teletype Corporation.
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• Newsfront Data Communications, pp. 16-26, Sep. 1977.

1914

**Amateur Radio National Traffic System started**

Started in 1914 by Hiram Percy Maxim as the American Radio Relay League (ARRL), the National Traffic System (NTS) was officially established in 1949. The NTS is a network of amateur radio operators who relay messages throughout the US and Canada. Amateur Radio "message traffic" used a lot of the mechanisms that later appeared in computer networks. A message is transmitted through a geographical hierarchy of separate "servers" (radio operators) to route it to its destination. There are well-defined protocols used between stations as they transfer messages in often noisy conditions.


1924, May

**Fax machine developed**

“A new process of transmitting pictures by electricity" is developed by American Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T). On May 19, 1924, 15 photographs were sent over telephone wires from Cleveland to New York City. Thus, the fax machine was born.

• The Montreal Gazette, p. 10, col. 3, May 20, 1924.

1920s

**Teletypewriter switched communication service created**

Telex modified rotary telephone switches to carry DC telegraph signals (rather than telephone audio), thus providing a switched service for teletypewriters.
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  http://www.baudot.net/docs/kimberlin--telex-twx-history.pdf
  Archived from the original on Nov. 7, 2021.

1930

*AT&T buys Teletype Corporation*

The Teletype Corporation was purchased by American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) and it became a subsidiary of Western Electric Co.

- *Newsfront Data Communications*, pp. 16-26, Sep. 1977.
  http://www.samhallas.co.uk/repository/telegraph/teletype_story.pdf
  Archived from the original on Jun. 24, 2021.

1940, September 11

*First remote access to a computer*

George Stibitz developed the Complex Number Calculator at Bell Laboratories from February 1938 through early 1940. In September 1940, he arranged to have the computer connected by telephone lines from Bell Laboratories in New York to Dartmouth College in Hanover, NH so that it could be demonstrated at a meeting of the American Mathematical Society.


1940/1941

*First wireless phone developed*

SIGSALY was the first digitally scrambled, wireless phone. It was developed by Bell Laboratories in 1940-42 and built by Western Electric in 1942-1943. It enabled confidential talks between various parties. For example, it was used by British Prime Minister Winston Churchill and President Franklin D. Roosevelt for discussions during WWII. Twelve were built, one of which was installed on a ship that Douglas MacArthur used during his South Pacific campaigns.

  Archived from the original on Sept. 18, 2021.

  Archived from the original on Jan. 8, 2022.
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1950

**Pagers introduced**

Wireless, one-way message service was created.


1952

**Telex used for coordination**

American Airlines linked its offices in New York City via telex to coordinate seat reservations on its planes using its “Magnetronic Reservisor” system.


1958

**Switched networking used for government communications**

The AUTOmatic D1gital Network system (AUTODIN), originally called ComLogNet, was designed and developed by Western Union, Radio Corporation of America (RCA), and International Business Machines (IBM) for the U.S. Air Force. It was originally intended to improve the speed and reliability of logistics traffic between Air Force bases, logistics centers, and contractors. While the first site became operational in 1962, deployment did not start until 1966.

1960, March

**Augmenting human communication with computers**

J.C.R. Licklider publishes his seminal paper, “Man-computer symbiosis,” describing a complementary relationship between people and computers. Included were concepts of timesharing, graphical interfaces, and natural language communication. However, email was not included in this discussion. This was followed in 1963 by his discussion in a memo on the “Intergalactic Computer Network,” outlining part of his strategy for the development of a network of computers.


1960

**Miniaturization starts**

John Mitchell at Motorola developed the first transistorized pager.


1961, November

**Time-sharing begins**

The Compatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS), the first operational general-purpose time-sharing operating system, was demonstrated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). CTSS ran on a single IBM 7094 computer.
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1962

*First commercial computer modem appears*

AT&T introduced the Bell 103, the first civilian commercial computer modem, rather than just for the military. It was an asynchronous 300 bits per second (bps) full-duplex modem that used frequency-shift keying (FSK) modulation on dial-up phone lines. It was the successor to the Bell 101 dataset, introduced in 1958, which could transmit at approximately 150 bps for use by SAGE missile radar warning system.


II. Computer-Specific Email and the Advent of Networking (1963-1971)

The advent of time-sharing computers made communicating with others easier. You could easily carry on a conversation, leave a message, or whatever. Neither you nor those with whom you wished to communicate needed to be "on line" at the same time. However, you did have to have accounts on the same computer. All that changed in August 1971 when Ray Tomlinson sent the first email over the ARPANET.

1963, March 12

*IBM introduces the IBM 1050 Data Communications System*

The IBM 1050 Data Communication System was ultimately used as a computer terminal (using an IBM Selectric typewriter mechanism) to send and receive data from a computer. Communication was serial and half-duplex at 75 or 150 bits per second. It needed a modem such as the Bell 103 or the IBM Line Adapter to connect it to a communication line. This was used, for example, on CTSS at MIT, and later also for the Louisville and National Railroad which was based in Louisville, KY.

- “The IBM 1050 communications system,” Computer Museum, Univ. of Amsterdam, The Netherlands. (Catalog no. 05.03) [https://ub.fnwi.uva.nl/computermuseum/ibm1050.html](https://ub.fnwi.uva.nl/computermuseum/ibm1050.html) Archived from the original on Oct. 4, 2021.
- Commercial for IBM’s Selectric Typewriter 1960’s. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNUEUth7qic](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vNUEUth7qic) Archived from the original on Oct. 14, 2021.
- “DPD Chronology,” IBM Archives. [https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/dpd50/dpd50 Chronology.html](https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/dpd50/dpd50 Chronology.html) Archived from the original on

1963, April 23

*IBM Introduces the Internal Teleprocessing System*

For communication throughout their offices and plants, IBM designed and implemented a teleprocessing system for sending messages via computer on IBM’s network of leased lines.
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1963

*Teletype Model 33 introduced*

Though it was announced in 1962, at about the same time as the introduction of the IBM 1050 Data Communication System, the Teletype Corporation introduced the Teletype Model 33, which came in several configurations. The Model 33 was one of the first commercial products to use ASCII encoding of characters, and was upper-case only. It was based on the prior Model TT-242, and was followed by the Model 35 and Model 38. The Model 38 was capable of supporting upper- and lower-case characters, and some special characters.


1963

*First computer-based chat service created*

System Development Corporation (SDC), a spinoff of the Rand Corporation, developed a time-sharing system, called TSS (no relationship to IBM’s TSS), on IBM’s prototype Q-32 (AN/FSQ-32) computer. One of its commands, DIAL, let a user communicate with other users or operators on-line. It was reportedly used primarily to send short “instant messages” back and forth with the operator.


1964

*Packet switching proposed*

Paul Baran of Rand Corporation proposed packet switching communications as a more survivable digitized voice military command and control communications technique.
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1964
First example of linking users and sharing desktops
The Scientific Data Systems (SDS) 940 computer could “link” users so that their input devices could act as though they were the single device. This was done through the LINK command.

1965, Spring
Instant messaging continues
Tom Van Vleck and Noel Morris at MIT wrote a command “. SAVED” (dot saved) for CTSS that provided users a way to do “instant messaging.”

1965, August 6
First computer-based email program created
Tom Van Vleck and Noel Morris at MIT created the first email program when they implemented the CTSS MAIL “command” in the summer of 1965. The facility was proposed by Pat Crisman, Glenda Schroeder, and Louis Pouzin. CTSS ran on a single IBM 7094 computer. MAIL was announced in the MIT Computation Center CTSS Bulletin 88 on August 6, 1965. A user created a file (limited to 2,592 characters) and then used the MAIL command to send it to another user. The recipient would be notified, at login, if his mailbox was not empty, and could view (type out) the mailbox contents with the PRINT command. Van Vleck and Morris also implemented a rudimentary chat (text messaging) mechanism allowing a user to enter a line of up to 120 characters that was then printed on the receiver’s terminal when the user session resumed.


1965

**IBM enters time-sharing**

QUICKTRAN was a computer programming language, similar to Fortran. In addition, it was IBM’s first entry into time-sharing. Vint Cerf was the systems engineer in Los Angeles for QUICKTRAN from 1965 to 1967.

- “FORTRAN-like, interactive with debugging facilities.”

1965

**Transport of files between machines enabled**

As part of the development of CTSS, the ability to request that a file be transferred (carried) via magnetic tape from one CTSS system to another was implemented.
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  https://archive.org/details/ctss-programmers-guide-2e/page/n1/mode/2up

1966, June

*Railroad uses computers to communicate*

The Louisville and National Railroad, based in Louisville, KY, used the IBM 1050 to communicate train contents (e.g., list of freight cars) from one railroad yard to another. It consisted of a single IBM 1448 transmission control unit connected to an IBM 1460 data processing system via remote terminals.

  https://www-03.ibm.com/ibm/history/exhibits/valueone/valueone_railroad.html
  Archived from the original on Mar. 30, 2021.

1967, early

*Chat services continue*

A chat system was added to the SDS 940 running the Berkeley Time-sharing System (BTSS) from the University of California at Berkeley (UCBerkeley) that let users communicate with the operator. In June 1967, SDS acquired the Tymshare operating system, a highly modified version of BTSS, that included a rudimentary email mechanism that had been developed by Verne van Vlear. It enabled one to SEND TO a login name a note, MAIL to type everything in your inbox, and CANCEL MAIL to unsend a note, if it had not yet been delivered. Tom Watson posted a message to the newsgroup *alt.folklore.computers* indicating that around this time the SDS 940 (at Tymshare) also had email.

- “tymshare :: SDS 940 :: Tymshare manuals binder,” Apr. 1967, Internet Archive.  
  https://archive.org/details/bitsavers_tymshareSDBinderApr67_9203955
  Archived from the original on Jul. 26, 2017.
  https://groups.google.com/forum/#!searchin/alt.folklore.computers/watson$20sds$20940/alt.folklore.computers/watson$20sds$20940/5FG_0fi7No/V3xG81Jm1sJ
  Archived from the original on Feb. 24, 2022.

1967, October

*Email is offered as one rationale for the ARPANET*

The initial plan for the ARPANET, written in 1967, gave several reasons for establishing a computer network. They were: load sharing, message service (electronic mail), data sharing, program sharing, and enabling remote logins.
1968, April

**The Computer as a Communication Device**

J.C.R Licklider at MIT and Bob Taylor at ARPA publish the paper “The Computer as a Communication Device.” This important paper laid out a vision of how computers could be used to facilitate human interaction. The paper explains concepts including Message Processing and On-line Interactive Communities as ways in which computers will support and enhance human activities of many kinds.


1968, June 26

**Carterfone decision handed down**

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Carterfone decision allowed third-party terminal equipment to be connected directly to the telephone network as well as through acoustic couplers (13 F.C.C.2d 420). This enabled the development of a customer premise equipment industry. Prior to this decision, one could not use an acoustic coupler unless it was supplied or explicitly authorized by the carrier (telephone company).


1968, July 29

**ARPA issues Request for Quotation for a computer network**

Thomas Sheblik, Deputy Director for Procurement, Defense Supply Service, Department of the Army (as the contracting agent for ARPA), sent a letter (with accompaniments) inviting recipients to submit a proposal for the development of Interface Message Processors (IMPs) for the ARPA computer network. The selected contractor was to construct and install IMPs and associated interfaces at Stanford Research Institute (SRI),
University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), University of California at Santa Barbara (UCSB), and the University of Utah.


1968, July

**MAILGRAM service proposed**

Earl D. Hilburn, Executive Director of Western Union Telegraph Co., proposed the concept for MAILGRAM, an electronic message, cheaper than a telegram, sent to post offices and delivered as hard copy to a recipient’s physical mailbox as next day mail.


1968

**NLS (oN-Line System) adds teleconferencing**

Douglas Engelbart and his group at Stanford Research Institute, Augmentation Research Center (SRI-ARC) developed a shared-screen remote-host interactive teleconferencing system within the NLS program.


1969, May

**MAILGRAM trial begins**

The MAILGRAM trial begins between U.S. post offices and Western Union.


1969, Early

**Contract to develop the ARPANET awarded**

Based on a plan developed by Larry Roberts, in early 1969 ARPA awarded the contract (through their agent) to develop the Interface Message Processor (IMP) for the ARPANET to Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc. (BBN). The contract authorized the connection of four nodes at UCLA, SRI-ARC, UCSB, and University of Utah using 50kb/s lines leased from AT&T. It seems as though the contract was awarded in January, but the funds for the formal start came in early April.
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1969, Summer  
*Multics adds email*

Multics mail is written by Tom Van Vleck at MIT. The first Multiplexed Information and Computing Service (Multics) mail command “was a direct re-implementation of CTSS MAIL.” Original Multics mail lacked privacy, authentication, and security, since it simply opened the user’s mailbox as a “shared memory segment” (public-access file) and added the message to the bottom. This meant that a user’s mailbox had to be “writeable” by every other user.


1969, August 30  
*First ARPANET IMP delivered*

BBN delivered and installed the first IMP (Interface Message Processor) to Len Kleinrock’s group at UCLA. This is the beginning of the ARPANET. The UCLA team responsible for connecting the IMP to their SDS Sigma 7 computer and thereby creating the first ARPANET node included graduate students Vinton Cerf, Steve Crocker, Bill Naylor, Jon Postel, and Mike Wingfield. They helped BBN’s Bob Kahn and Dave Walden with host testing.

1969, December

ARPANET research network starts operation

The initial contract to develop the ARPANET (Dept. of Defense (DoD) packet-switched research network) using packet-switched technology was “completed.” ARPA had authorized the connection of four nodes at UCLA, SRI-ARC, UCSB, and University of Utah using 50kb/s lines leased from AT&T. Those four nodes were operational in December, 1969, completing the initial contract for the ARPANET.


1970, January

MAILGRAM mail service initiated

MAILGRAM service was offered jointly by Western Union and United States Postal Service (USPS) to Western Union Telex and InfoCom customers in 12 cities. (InfoCom was a private network type teleprinter service by which subscribers’ terminals accessed each other through a Western Union computer system.)


1970, November

Bulk mailing added to MAILGRAM

MAILGRAM offered bulk mailing capabilities using address and message information provided on magnetic tape.


1970

USPS initiates their first study of electronic mail

Starting in 1970, the USPS commissioned several studies on new technologies. The first, done by General Dynamics, was a “Study of Electronic Mail.” This was followed in 1973 by a study at Philco-Ford on the performance and cost of converting graphics and letter mail to digital forms, and one by A.D. Little on the technologies that would offer the greatest promise as building blocks. A fourth, in 1974 by the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, was a “Study of Satellite Frequency requirements for the U.S. Postal Service Electronic Mail System.”

1970

_NLS Mail adds attachments_

Doug Engelbart’s NLS system at SRI-ARC added a mail capability with attachments. Users could mail any file or part of a file or create a new message from within NLS and send it to remote NLS users across the ARPANET. NLS users could send other NLS users email containing hyperlinks (roughly the equivalent of uniform resource locators – URLs – or online expandable references).


1971, February

_MAILGRAM messages accepted by telephone_

Telephone acceptance of MAILGRAM messages was inaugurated.


1971, Spring-Summer

_First network computer worm created_

Bob Thomas at BBN created the first network “worm” called Creeper, which creates copies of itself on multiple TENEX computers, displaying the message

“I’M THE CREEPER : CATCH ME IF YOU CAN”

In response, Ray Tomlinson created Reaper to track down Creepers and destroy them. TENEX was a paging time-sharing operating system developed at BBN that went live on June 15, 1970 on Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-10 computers.

- “Core War: Creeper and Reaper.” [https://corewar.co.uk/creeper.htm Archived](https://corewar.co.uk/creeper.htm Archived) from the original on Sept. 13, 2021.

1971, July-August

_Mail Box Protocol proposed for the ARPANET_

A Mail Box Protocol for the ARPANET was proposed by Dick Watson at SRI-ARC. He then proposed version 2 of his ARPANET Mail Box protocol suggesting that the Mail Box protocol be a subset of File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and published both versions as Request for Comments (RFCs).
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1971

**Memo-styled email created**

Ray Tomlinson at BBN wrote the SNDMSG application to enable TENEX users to send and receive simple memo-like messages (consisting of header lines for “To,” “Subject,” “From,” “Date,” and “cc”) and READMAIL to allow recipients to read their messages. This version of READMAIL had no search or retrieve capabilities. SNDMSG was the first to use “memo” format, including the fields “Subject:,” “To:,” and “cc:.”


1971, Fall

**Networked email demonstrated**

Ray Tomlinson at BBN modified the TENEX SNDMSG application to transmit messages using CPYNET ("copynet," a TENEX-based file transfer capability), enabling mail to be sent from one TENEX system to another over the ARPANET, with the message then being appended to the end of the recipient’s mailbox. At the same time, he introduced the @ sign followed by a destination address (e.g., recipient@host-name) to indicate the ARPANET host to which the mail was to be delivered.
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1971, November 3

Email comes to Unix

A rudimentary “mail” command was added to the Unix operating system at Bell Labs by Dennis Ritchie and Ken Thompson to “send mail to another user.” It was effectively a clone of the Van Vleck implementation on Multics, and worked by appending new mail to a file named “mailbox” in the destination user’s home directory, or by typing out the contents of that file depending on the arguments to the command.

  The page for “mail” is also available at https://minnie.tuhs.org/cgi-bin/utree.pl?file=V1/man/man1/mail.1 Archived from the original on July 14, 2021.

1971, November

Standards begin to emerge

The ARPANET File Transfer Committee revised the Mail Box protocol (RFC 221) to accept only American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) strings of text as a standard, along with other minor changes


1971, December

Baran predicts the email market

Paul Baran predicted the emergence of a household mail service that would enable transmission of written text corresponding to “first class mail” as well as a service for mass mail and direct advertising mail. He estimated potential revenue for such services to be $707 million by 1989.
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1971

First spam email sent
The first non-network spam was sent in 1971 by an MIT system administrator of CTSS “to all people on CTSS” that began

“There is no way to peace. Peace is the way.”

- Templeton, B. “Reflections on the 25th Anniversary of Spam.”
  Archived from the original on Oct. 11, 2021.

1971

First text-oriented teleconferencing system developed
The FORUM teleconferencing system was developed by Olaf Helmer, Roy Amara, Hubert Lipinski, Richard Miller and Jacques Vallee at the Institute for the Future (IFF). It was funded by DARPA and National Science Foundation (NSF). A new system called PLANET, the “next level of conferencing,” was started in mid-1974 by the same group at IFF.

  Archived from the original on July 9, 2021.
  Archived from the original on Feb. 24, 2022.

1971

Multi-Computer Chat developed
The first multi-computer chat system, Emergency Management Information Systems And Reference Index (EMISARI), was designed by Murray Turoff while working in the U.S. Office of Emergency Preparedness. One of its first uses was to coordinate policy information for U.S. President Nixon’s wage and price control program to fight high inflation. Functionality included real-time voting, data collection assignment and reporting, and discussion threads for individual database elements.


1971

RAND Video Graphics System enables sharing of resources
RAND offered its Video Graphics System (VGS) message handler to provide inter-process communications control and message switching across the ARPANET.

1971

Multi-party teleconferencing invented
Murray Turoff at the New Jersey Institute of Technology developed Party Line and other variants of social teleconferencing.
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1971

**APL Mail developed**
The APL*Plus message processing system (Mailbox) was designed and implemented by Lawrence Breed and Francis Bates at Scientific Timesharing Corporation (STSC), with send, receive, and edit features, as well as private mail group and group distribution capabilities, for STSC users and their customers and clients. Shortly after, the Canadian company I. P. Sharp Associates offered a commercial email service called “666 BOX” also built in APL. 666 BOX was also used at STSC.


III. Growth of Network-Based Email (1972-mid 1975)

The advent of computer networks enables people in the next building, across town, or on the other side of the world to communicate cheaply and easily. Email becomes the first "killer app," and the term "electronic mail" enters the mainstream vocabulary.

1972, Early

**Network mail capability becomes widely distributed**

BBN distributed a version of its TENEX operating system that included Ray Tomlinson’s SNDMSG and READMAIL with network mail capabilities, and with the @ as the user-name/host-name divider in the address. At first it worked only among TENEX systems on the ARPANET, but later in 1972 other operating systems began to include similar capabilities.
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1972, Early

*Multics adds network-based email*

Mike Padlipsky, Ken Pogran, and others at MIT implemented net_mail for sending and receiving ARPANET mail on MIT-Multics using the same user “mailbox” as the Multics internal mail command. Since the @ sign was the text-editing “line kill” character on Multics (in text editing and command line editing), the Multics net_mail command used “–at” as a command modifier instead.

1972, July

*Selective email-reading created*

Larry Roberts, Director of the Information Process Techniques Office (IPTO) at DARPA, wrote RD, an email-reading program that enabled users to sort, save, and reorder messages online. This was done at the request of Stephen Lukasik, the Director of DARPA. It was coded in Text Editor and Corrector (TECO) macros and added improved functionality not included in BBN’s READMAIL. Roberts’ implementation was very slow in moving to the next message, so Steve Crocker, who was also at DARPA, modified the program to make moving from one message to the next much faster. Roberts used email to manage his contractors with near daily requests and instructions. Lukasik would ask Roberts a question, Roberts would send messages and have answers overnight. Lukasik quickly insisted the other office directors use email so he could use email to manage his interactions with them.

- Kozlowska, H. “Email’s first real user was also the first person to compulsively check his inbox,” *Quartz*, Jun. 30, 2018. [https://qz.com/1318453/emails-first-real-user-was-also-the-first-person-to-compulsively-check-his-inbox/](https://qz.com/1318453/emails-first-real-user-was-also-the-first-person-to-compulsively-check-his-inbox/). Archived from the original on Aug. 12, 2018.
- Personal emails from Steve Crocker, Alex McKenzie, and Dave Walden, Aug. 1-2, 2019.
1972, August

ARPANET email transfer mechanism specified

MAIL and MLFL ("mail file") commands were added to the ARPANET File Transfer Protocol. In this version, a separate copy of the email message was sent to each recipient.


1972, Summer

Linking users; sharing desktops

The RSEXEC program from BBN enabled TENEX users to “link” to other users, so that each linked user could see what the others are typing or doing. The program was later implemented on other operating systems.


1972, September

Consolidation of Telecommunications Centers on Oahu

An effort was initiated to consolidate the 96 military telecommunications centers on Oahu into 24. The Military Message Experiment (MME) that was funded in July 1975 was part of this effort.


1972, around September

Email goes commercial

Scientific Time Sharing Corporation (STSC) in Bethesda, MD offered its electronic mail system called MAILBOX to their users.
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1972, October 24-26

Public demonstration of the ARPANET

Originally suggested by Larry Roberts, Bob Kahn organizes and runs the International Conference on Computer Communications (ICCC) which was held October 24-26 in Washington, D.C. It was the first major international computer conference with a broad interdisciplinary flavor. It included “Participating Demonstrations of a Multi-Purpose Network Linking Dissimilar Computers and Terminals.” It was humans communicating with a distant computer as well as “software communicating with other software.”


1972

MIT starts implementing Licklider’s vision

The Dynamic Modeling Group at MIT designs and initiates the implementation of a "new, integrated mail service that brings all the desirable mail and announcement features ... into one consistent framework, and ... incorporates features of descriptor-based dissemination and retrieval schemes and of teleconferencing systems.” Messages are handled as data structures, and stored in a database which facilitates managing message exchanges as persistent and "living" data structures Several components are brought...
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online – a Composer, Reader, Communications Daemon, and Information Retrieval System – which operate cooperatively as a first step toward the "Oliver" smart digital assistant functionality. This is the start of the MSGDMS system.


1972

MAILGRAM service expands
Western Union’s MAILGRAM service was extended to all Teletypewriter Exchange Service (TWX) subscribers.

late 1972-early 1973

Mail handling software improves
Barry Wessler, first at DARPA and then at Telenet Communications Corporation (a 1972 offshoot of BBN that provided the first commercial packet-switched network and eventually produced the Telemail email system), wrote the “New RD” (NRD) program. It was written in Stanford Artificial Intelligence Language (SAIL), an Algol-based programming language, and was intended to be a significant improvement to RD, adding still more mail-handling features. NRD never became operational and was never distributed outside of DARPA.

1973, February 23

Uniformity in mail systems discussed
The ARPANET Network Working Group (NWG) held a network mail system meeting at SRI on Feb. 23, 1973. Several extensions to existing mail systems on the ARPANET
were discussed so that all ARPANET systems would use uniform user and site identifications, utilize FTP to originate and distribute mail, allow users to record the dialog, and allow Terminal Interface Processor (TIP) users to handle mail.


1973, February

*Expanded repertoire of email-related FTP commands proposed*

Bob Bressler and Bob Thomas, BBN, proposed `ReadMailFile` and `ReadMail` as new FTP commands to be symmetrical with the `MLFL` and `MAIL` commands used in sending email.


1973, March

*First computer-based calendar application appears*

Ted Strollo of BBN wrote TENEX Calendar, the first calendar system. He expanded it over time, and ultimately rewrote it in the Smalltalk language when he moved to Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC).

- Source code for Tenex Calendar provided by Ted Strollo.
1973, June-July

Formal mail protocol proposed

Jim White at SRI-ARC proposed a mail protocol for the ARPANET in RFC 524. It drew a response from Dave Crocker and Jon Postel, both then at UCLA Network Measurements Center (UCLA-NMC), in RFC 539.


1973, August

Community Memory starts

Community Memory was the first public computerized bulletin board system (BBS), a kind of information flea market. One could put notices into the Community Memory and look through the memory for notices of interest. It was established in 1973 in Berkeley using an SDS 940 time-sharing system in San Francisco connected via a 110 baud link to a teletype at Leopold Records, enabling users to enter and retrieve messages.


1973, Summer

Email messages linked into a “conversation”

Notes for the Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations (PLATO) system (effectively email between PLATO users) was released (Personal Notes was released in August, 1974). PLATO was the first generalized computer-assisted instruction system. Originally intended for bug reporting, Notes was very structured and did not interface to other systems. Notes is notable for linking together an original note and its responses, effectively forming a “conversation.”

1973, September 5

**ARPANET mail headers specified**

Since, at this time, each system’s mail headers were a little different (or, in some cases, nonexistent), the intent of RFC 561 was to make explicit the “specification of such header information as author, title, and date” in an attempt to achieve uniformity across email systems, reducing the need to understand what each site was sending and therefore reducing the need for specialized parsers (per source host) of the email by those systems. This was not originally intended to be a standard, but rather everyone “agreeing on network mail headers.” This work became a *de facto* standard.


1973, October

**Priorities for email proposed**

In RFC 577, Dave Crocker of UCLA-NMC proposed adding the concept of “priority” to the ARPANET mail protocol, and suggested degrees of urgency for mail delivery.


1973, November

**ANSI proposes a format for email headers**

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) circulates its X3 draft proposal “Message heading formats for information interchange using the ASCII for data communications system control” for review and comment.

1973

First worldwide corporate email system created

Comsys, the Hewlett Packard (HP) internal worldwide messaging system, was created by Rich Nielsen, Hank Taylor, and Bob Puette. It ran on HP 3000 computers.


1973

Email gains in popularity

By 1973, well over 50% of the traffic on the ARPANET was email (some say it was more like 75%).


1973

ARPANET bulletin boards are born

Richard Kahler at Stanford University Medical EXperimental computer resource for Artificial Intelligence in Medicine (SUMEX-AIM) wrote BBD, a bulletin board program, in SAIL, running under TENEX and connected to the ARPANET.


1974, January

First email directory published

The SRI Network Information Center (SRI-NIC) published an ARPANET Directory that contained the names, host affiliation, and email address for most ARPANET users. It was the first ARPANET-wide network email address directory.

1974, early-to-mid

DARPA Message Services Committee formed
A new “Message Services Committee” was established by DARPA program manager Steve Walker. The committee was charged with thinking about email issues, and some of its members wanted to focus on the larger issue of computer-supported cooperative work. However, its focus ended up being on user agents and email headers.


1974, early

From NRD to WRD
WRD was written by Martin Yonke and John Vittal, both at University of Southern California’s Information Sciences Institute (USC-ISI). Yonke had obtained a copy of Barry Wessler’s NRD in 1973 from Steve Crocker. Vittal joined ISI in January 1974, and with Yonke, modified NRD, first into WRD which was never released. Yonke later modified WRD into BananaRD and Vittal modified WRD into MSG. All were written in SAIL.


1974, May

First client/server-based teleconferencing system introduced
Announced with the publication of Case Western Reserve University student Jim Calvin’s bachelor’s thesis, the development of tctalk/telser was started in late 1973. Earlier examples of teleconferencing systems were hosted (i.e., you had to dial or Telnet into the service yourself) rather than have a program interact with the service. As described on MSGGroup (founded on June 7, 1975), it was a “distributed network teleconferencing facility oriented to networks.” Calvin supported the system for a while after he moved to BBN. (Telnet was the protocol, defined starting with RFC 15, that allowed a “bi-directional interactive text-oriented communication facility using a virtual terminal connection.”)
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1974, mid

First “integrated” email system developed

Martin Yonke at USC-ISI wrote BananaRD, the first program to integrate reading and sending email together with a user-friendly help system in the same application. BananaRD invoked SNDMSG as a subprocess for mail creation.


1974, mid

MSG: the first modern email application introduced, includes Reply and Forward

John Vittal at USC-ISI wrote MSG for TENEX. MSG (on TENEX and later on Unix) became the most popular email program on the ARPANET until about 1984, being widely disseminated and used by thousands of people (more than 50% of the users of the ARPANET). It was still in use on Unix machines as late as 1989. MSG was first written for TENEX, but its functionality was widely copied and expanded in read_mail on Multics at MIT, MS at the Rand Corporation, MM, and other similar programs on other platforms. MSG was notable for being the first to include automatically addressed answering and forwarding features along with filtering messages, multiple mailboxes, a configurable user interface, and a user-friendly help system, among others. It had a more concise user interface than BananaRD. Vittal developed MSG and released it in
“private” beta in 1974. The private release went viral in the research community, because friends gave it to friends who gave it to friends, etc. The announced “public” release came in the first third of 1975. Programmers writing other systems on the ARPANET and Internet copied elements of MSG’s functionality (e.g., the ability to selectively type out or delete individual messages, not to mention the semantics of answer (reply) and forward). Like BananaRD, MSG invoked SNDMSG for email creation. Indeed, “… today’s email programs are not fundamentally different from Vittal’s pioneering design” (Donath, p. 2). “Vittal’s program was so groundbreaking that he has sometimes been hailed as the true inventor of email” (Milne, p. 30).
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1974, mid

Client-server system for collaboration developed
Dave Lebling and Greg Thompson at MIT developed a client-server system for user collaboration, using a PDP-10 server and multiple Imlac workstations as clients. Users could interact, and exchange comments with others in conversational behavior. Many people remember this as an implementation of the "Maze War" game, which became quite popular across the ARPANET.

1974, July

Electronic signatures can be authenticated
Bob Thomas at BBN presented a general approach to the problem of authenticating electronic signatures

1974, November 27

Unix MBOX file format developed
The MBOX file format for holding collections of email messages was defined and first implemented in the Fifth Edition Unix.
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1974, November

**ANSI publishes a draft message format standard**

The ANSI draft standard for message heading formats, that used ASCII for data communication control, was released for public comment. This was a revision of its X3 533/125 standard.


1974, Fall

**The U.S. Army gets email**

The U.S. Army Materiel and Readiness Command (DARCOM) began experiments using SRI’s NLS/Augment for email communications among key DARCOM individuals.


1974, December

**MAILGRAM goes international**

Western Union extended its MAILGRAM service to Canada.


1974, December

**Getting the word out about email**

Steve Lukasik, Director of DARPA, presented a paper on the organizational and social impacts of a personal message service.


1974

**MSG gets competition**

HG, a simple message reading program, was written by James Calvin at BBN. HG was based on the program R that he wrote in 1973-4 as a student at Case Western Reserve University. Like MSG, HG (for Mercury) used SNDMSG to send email. By 1977, and perhaps as early as 1975, it had commands forward, reply, send, save, since, status,
subject, to, cc, from, subject, undelete, delete, write, as well as commands for filtering the inbox. It used status bits for message attributes such as seen (read), deleted, perpetual (undeletable), always-show.


1974

**BBN starts work on MAILSYS**

MAILSYS (also called XMAIL), forerunner to Hermes, was written by Ted Myer, *et al.*, at BBN. MAILSYS combined mail reading and mail composition functions. It was intended to be very general compared to its competition. It stored messages as a repository, and had a template facility to allow users to specify how the message fields should be displayed.


1974

**Teleconferencing improves and goes international**

The Planet teleconferencing system, an updated version of Forum, was offered commercially on Tymnet. In the mid-1970s Forum was installed at the Stockholm University Computing Center, QZ, in Sweden, and Torgny Tholerus modified the program to use Swedish-language commands.
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1975, Spring

DARCOM use of email expands

NLS/Augment email use was extended to data processing managers at 20 more DARCOM sites.


1975, April 30

First de facto standard of memo-oriented format for email published

Implementations of email functionality exposed the complexity of such communications, especially when automatic processing was involved. RFC 561 was updated to RFC 680 by Ted Myer and Austin Henderson at BBN. The number of headers used in ARPANET email had increased in practice since RFC 561 was published, to include to, cc (“carbon copy”), bcc (“blind cc”), sender, and message-id. The "message-id" field uniquely identified each message as it was created, and facilitated the detection of situations such as "routing loops" as various sites processed and forwarded email and interacted with each other. RFC 680 was a clear step forward, even though it was never officially issued as a standard. This work also became a de facto standard.


1975, May

Database-based email developed

MSGDMS is developed by Mike Broos at MIT-DMS on Tenex, a reimplementation of the version originally developed for the Incompatible Time Sharing (ITS) operating system. It had an inverted index system for fast retrieval of old messages and stored archived messages on CCA’s terabit Datacomputer.
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1975, June 7

*DARPA’s MSGGroup working group formed*

Steve Walker at DARPA established the ARPANET MSGGroup working group in mid-1975. He sought to “establish a group of people concerned with message processing.” Its goal was to develop a sense of “what is mandatory, what is nice and what is not desirable in message services.” MSGGroup was not an actual committee but rather an email discussion and distribution list. Dave Farber maintained the original list of members, but shortly after its start Einar Stefferud became the MSGGroup moderator. It provided, among other things, a sounding board for many proposals from a myriad of people.


1975, June 30

*“Electronic mail” term used for the first time*

The term “electronic mail” apparently was first used by the popular press in an article in Business Week in 1975. Up until this point, an email message was generally referred to as an “electronic message” or “network mail” both technically and in the popular media. It was also used in an Associated Press article by Jeffrey Mills that was forwarded to the MSGGroup list on January 5, 1976.

- See “electronic mail” IN: *Oxford English Dictionary*.
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IV. Email Spreads Like Wildfire (mid 1975-1977)

Email started to go viral in 1974 with the advent of MSG. By 1975, all platforms on the ARPANET had email, and it was poised to skyrocket. However, the rules of this new game needed to be established while at the same time preserving the systems that had already been created.

1975, July
Rich email protocol proposed
Two camps emerged from extensive online discussions. The first camp focused on rapid implementation of a basic protocol set that would permit "electronic mail" to be sent and received by any computer, much as Telnet and FTP had done for remote terminal access and file transfer. This included the people interested in email viewing by humans directly. The second camp sought a richer protocol that would support long-term interactions and chains of messages, as well as messages exchanged between computer programs. A proposal from the second camp was submitted to the Message Services Committee as a first step to such a system. This second camp sought to have email produced and consumed by computer programs, which would use the information as metadata for subsequent storage and processing, including presentation to humans.


1975 July
Military Message Experiment begins
DARPA funded the Sigma Project at USC-ISI, under Rob Stotz, to evaluate requirements and to develop a secure, interactive electronic messaging system. The project was based on a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between DARPA, the Naval Telecommunications Command (NAVTELCOM), the Naval Electronic Systems Command (NAVELEXSYSCOM), and the Commander in Chief Pacific (CINCPAC) for the conduct of a Military Message Experiment (MME). The specific objective of the MME was to determine the utility of an interactive message service in a major military headquarters, in this case at CINCPAC on Oahu. It included the capability to read and create/release formal military messages and internal memos at all levels of security classification. The program expanded to include the development of email programs at BBN and MIT’s Dynamic Modeling Group that could run on the HP 2645A terminal running a USC-ISI operating system. The MME later involved BBN (Mailsys/Hermes) and a database-oriented messaging system developed at MIT (COMSYS/MSGDMS). Both BBN (Mailsys/Hermes) and ISI (Sigma) were funded under the MME program, while MIT (COMSYS/MSGDMS) was not.
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1975, September

*Networking via satellite*

DARPA launched an experimental Satellite Network (SATNET), linking satellite earth stations in Etam, West Virginia, Goonhilly Downs, England, and Tanum, Sweden in a 64 Kbit/s data communications network via the Intelsat satellite IV-A, using a single channel in a multi-access arrangement. SATNET combined packet-switching architecture with an earth station satellite information message protocol, SIMP.

- “Newsfront,” *Data Communications*, pp. 16-26, 1977.
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1975, November

*Need to handle junk mail recognized*

In RFC 706, Jon Postel, SRI-ARC, made suggestions for handling junk mail.

  [Archived](https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc706) from the original on May 15, 2021.

1975, December 4-5

*Moving towards standardization of message services continues*

The fourth meeting of DARPA’s Message Services Committee was held at USC-ISI on 4-5 December 1975. The committee formed several subcommittees for further work, including developing message header standards, exploring inter-entity communication issues, and developing a proposal for an intersite message protocol and server. MIT was asked to extract and package the specifications of its internal "messaging" protocols and formats and publish them for the community. Also discussed were message system user interface issues, primitive functions together with the preferred commands to invoke those functions, and a minimum set of functions that should be in all mail systems on the network.


An email sent to the attendees of the Dec. 4-5 meeting noting the list of primitive functions.

1975, December 18

*Committee on Computer-Aided Human Communication formed*

The Committee on Computer-Aided Human Communication (CAHCOM) was established by DARPA’s Steve Walker, consisting of Dave Farber (University of Delaware, Chair), John Seely-Brown (BBN), John Vittal (USC-ISI) and Ken Pogran (MIT). Among other things, it was charged with the development of a standard for the format of ARPANET mail headers, which culminated in RFCs 724 and 733.
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1975, December
Rich email protocol revised

Based on feedback from the July 1975 proposal, a revised protocol was submitted to the Message Services Committee. At the request of the committee, general-purpose components of that system were broken out and presented separately in RFC713. Implementation work at ARAPNET sites was focused on deploying a "simple" protocol, limited to the basic functionality of sending electronic mail, in order to get that service in place quickly.


1975
Datapost competes with MAILGRAM

Datapost was added to the TDX system by Telecomputing Corporation of America’s Chairman, William F. von Meister, to compete with MAILGRAM. Von Meister later sold TDX to Cable and Wireless North America in 1977. Datapost was an unregulated mail service that received messages electronically in its Chicago office, printed them on a MAILGRAM-like form and envelope, and sent them via USPS Express Mail for a fee of 75 cents.


1975
Datacomputer repository, the Message Archiving & Retrieval Service, becomes available

The Computer Corporation of America (CCA), under contract to DARPA, developed the Datacomputer, providing a service starting in 1973. The Datacomputer was equipped with a massive (for the time) amount of storage dedicated to the database management needs of a network of computers that had comparatively limited storage capacity. In 1975, email could be archived by sending it to the Datacomputer Message Archiving and
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Retrieval Service (MARS) repository. It was also possible to retrieve messages on the basis of words in the subject-field of the filed messages (e.g., SUBJECT: FIPS), or on the basis of words in the message body (e.g., TEXT: proposed standard).


1975
MS is added to Unix
MS, an ARPANET email capability for the Unix operating system, was developed at the Rand Corporation to provide email on a par with that which was already available on TENEX, such as MSG. Dave Farber of the University of California at Irvine (UC Irvine) consulted on the project. Rand’s Dave Crocker designed MS, and Steve Tepper and Bill Crosby did the programming. MS supported multiple user interfaces, from the basic Unix mail command to an MSG emulation.


1975
Hermes development starts
BBN began Project Hermes, sponsored by DARPA, and started development of the Mailsys/Hermes mail system to run under TENEX. It started as MAILSYS in 1974. Hermes was initially intended to be part of the MME. By 1979 Hermes was available as a commercial BBN email product. Early contributors included Ted Myer, Austin Henderson, Doug Dodds, Jerry Burchfiel, and Charlotte Mooers, and were later joined by John Vittal (in 1976), Debbie Deutsch, Ron Brachman, and Jim Miller.
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1976, March 26

*Email across a network is first used by a head of state*

A link between the British Royal Signals and Radar Establishment at Malvern, UK, and University College London (UCL), which was on the ARPANET, was established around January of 1976. It was arranged that Queen Elizabeth would inaugurate the link by logging into an account at USC-ISI in Los Angeles and sending a welcome email. This occurred on March 26, 1976.

- “Coral 66, text of message to be transmitted by Her Majesty the Queen,” (copy of the email as received.) https://twitter.com/royalfamily/status/525572319339876352?lang=en Archived from the original on Feb. 2, 2022.

1976, early

*CCA releases Telecommunication Data Access Message Service*

CCA released the Telecommunication Data Access (TDA) Message Service for the exchange of messages among the users of their service. While the original aim was to be better than SNDMSG/READMAIL, it included facilities for filing and replying to individual messages, and used a single-character command mechanism similar to that of MSG.

European Information Network comes online
The European Information Network (EIN), a packet-switched research network, enabling letters and telegrams to be sent among its signatories, went online. EIN provided service between Germany, France, Italy, Norway, Netherlands, Portugal, Yugoslavia, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, and the European Atomic Energy Community and was jointly funded by these countries and organizations.

- “European Information Network (EIN) centres: A brief report,” Rept. EIN/76/001, 20 pp, 1976. See Also
  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Packet_switching - EIN
  Archived from the original on Jan. 27, 2022.

Public-key cryptography proposed
Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman of Stanford University proposed public key cryptography to provide security on a multiuser computer communication system.


Specification syntax proposed for network mail addresses
In RFC 720, Dave Crocker proposed an address specification syntax for network mail.

  Archived from the original on May 9, 2021.

Email first used during a U.S. presidential campaign
The Jimmy Carter and Walter Mondale presidential campaign used the commercial STSC MAILBOX service to coordinate their campaign schedules. MAILBOX ran on a single Amdahl 470 system with dial-up and/or hardwired access intended for within-company access.
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1976, September

Teleconferencing improvements explored

A teleconference on teleconferencing was held by USC-ISI to develop a taxonomy of computer conferencing as well as ideas for improving teleconferencing communications. Students and researchers attending it used NCONFER, a modified version of Forum5.


1976, November

Effectiveness of email outlined for the US Army

James Carlisle of Network Management Associates presented findings on the effectiveness of the use of electronic mail to the U.S. Army’s Directorate of Management Information Systems (DARCOM-DMIS). His work, along with that of Einar Stefferud and Ronald Uhlig, was instrumental in the adoption of electronic mail by the U.S. Army. Carlisle evaluated users of SNDMSG, MSG, HERMES and NLS mail programs.


1976, November

“Header-People” discussion list formed

Ken Harrenstien of MIT started the Header-People mailing list. The group was unofficial and un-moderated (meaning it had no MSGGroup-like human filter). Harrenstien recruited at least one representative from every kind of system on the ARPANET. The Header-People list discussion was contentious (and voluminous) but mainly worthwhile for the participants.


1976, November

First attachments for ARPANET email added

Jack Haverty, who was in the Dynamic Modeling Group (DMG) at MIT, announced the addition of “Enclosures” to COMSYS/MSGDMS to the Header-People mailing list. (Other contributors were Dave Lebling and Mike Broos.) This facility had been inherent in the DMG’s mail system since approximately 1973. “Enclosures” enabled large or non-
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textual content to be included in a message outside of the message body itself. It is notable that this was the first example of email attachments. The main text message would be delivered by COMSYS, and the recipient would retrieve the enclosure later. However, messages sent to users outside of the COMSYS world sent the enclosure as part of the message body.


1976, November 12

*Email and bulletin boards linked*

Richard Kahler at SUMEX-AIM modified MSG to assist in transferring messages to BBD bulletin boards.


1976, November 13

*First stand-alone commercial email system offered*

CCA offers the COMET mail system for $40,000. It ran on a PDP-11 over Telenet and Tymnet.


1976

*Mail Manager (MM) developed*

The original version of Mail Manager (MM), also known colloquially as Mail Munger, was written by Michael McMahon at SRI to run under Tenex. Stuart Cracraft and Mark Crispin also participated in the early development of MM. MM had a similar user interface
to MSG, but was speedier than other mail systems. The user interface was later changed to be more like the Tenex and Tops-20 command interface, and then further developed to run on other systems. In addition to email, MM could also read bulletin boards.


1977, Early
Army use of email expands
DARCOM expanded its use of email to over 200 individuals in several time zones using both SRI and BBN email services across the ARPANET. The experiment changed the way the DARCOM communicated among its many sites.


1977, March
Sigma chosen for the MME
After an evaluation of the three candidate systems by representatives from the US Navy, DARPA, MITRE Corp, CTEC, Inc., and CINCPAC staff, ISI’s Sigma was chosen as the winning system for the experiment.


1977, April
Shared information services proposed for PC users
A time-shared service of “bulletin boards, yellow pages, and mailboxes” (addresses) for Personal Computer (PC) users was proposed by Mike Wilbur of the SRI Artificial Intelligence Laboratory (SRI-AI).


1977, April
Hobbyist email network created
At the First Computer Faire, in San Francisco, Dave Caulkins presented a design for a hobbyist computer network to deliver email from one personal computer to another.
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1977, April

*SITA network used extensively by airlines*
As of April 1977, Société Internationale de Télécommunications Aéronautiques (SITA), the private-line network for airlines, had handled a quarter billion messages of data, orders, invoices, and person-to-person correspondence. At the time, these were essentially Telex messages.


1977, May and November

*ARPANET email message format standards developed*
A “Standard for the format of ARPA network text messages” was published as RFC 733 (21 Nov. 77). Dave Crocker (RAND), John Vittal (BBN), Ken Pogran (MIT), and Austin Henderson (BBN), proposed mail header standard revisions to RFCs 561 and 680 in RFC 724 (12 May 77). This was followed by publication of RFC 733 by the same authors, which was self-described as THE “Standard for the Format of ARPA Network Text Messages.” In an unusual move for the ARPANET community, the authors had the temerity to declare it an “official standard” (with the blessing of DARPA). It stuck, and indeed became the first official standard for the ARPANET/Internet. It is important to note that compatibility with existing usage was one of the highest priorities of the authors. Changing the format completely, for example to something akin to eXtensible Markup Language (XML), was not seriously considered, though it was discussed. In 1982, RFC 822 changed relatively minor aspects of 733 to adapt the standard for Internet (vs. ARPANET) standards and usage as described by Craig Partridge.

1977, June

**Hermes modified to run on a commercial operating system**

BBN modified its Hermes mail system to run on both the Tops-20 operating system as well as TENEX. Hermes functionality remained the same, but was modified to run on DEC’s new Tops-20 OS platform, which was basically a commercial version of BBN’s TENEX.


1977, July

**Commercial time-shared store-and-forward email becomes available**

Tymnet, Inc. (a subsidiary of Tymshare) introduces OnTyme to Tymnet users. OnTyme is a commercial store-and-forward mail system, which is both an email program and an advanced form of message switching.


1977, July

**Internetworking via satellite demonstrated**

The international internetworking demonstration, led by SRI in the San Francisco Bay Area, and directed by Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn, linked SATNET with the ARPANET and the Packet Radio network.


1977, Fall

**Active message processing**

John Vittal at BBN developed a system for “active message processing,” allowing programs to be sent and executed remotely via email. This enabled a user to send a program across the ARPANET via email and execute that program on the recipient’s system. It also included sending messages (perhaps a reply) onward from the recipient’s system, perhaps without the recipient even knowing about it. This active message processing is a subset of what ultimately became known as “Enabled Mail.”


• See also the entries below for KnowBots created (March, 1988), General Magic develops Telescript (1990), and OMG (Exchanging messages via remote procedure calls) (Nov, 1991).

1977, October

**DEC develops email for internal use**

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) began several efforts to develop internal email systems. One was for the corporation as a whole; the other, called EMS, was for the Computer Information Systems (CIS) department and its LDP (Laboratory Data Products) product line. The CIS system was ahead of the corporate effort, and integrated a number of features, including "Calendar Keeper" and "Memo Handler." By March 1978 the system had grown to include "Document Handler" and "Graphics Handler," covering much of what is included in modern, enhanced message-based service today. Notably, it had a very early version of attachments as discrete sub-components of a message. It was intended to mimic the paper-based inter-office memo system in place at the time, and even differentiated between internal and external communications. In January 1978 DEC proposed an interface to enable sending international TWX messages, and by August 1978 they had implemented an interface to their customer database (for sales orders). However, “Reply” appears not to have been included until October 1978. By November 1978, DEC was under pressure from customers to offer EMS as a product. It ultimately became the seed for the DECMAIL product.


1977, December

**First email-centric publication appears**

EMMS (known, at various times, as EMMS, Electronic Mail and Message Systems, Electronic Mail and Micro Systems, Electronic Mail and Messaging Systems) began publishing. It was a twice-monthly newsletter covering technology, user, product, and legislative trends in graphic, record, and microcomputer communications.

1977, December 30

**WHOIS starts**

Ken Harrenstein (now at SRI-NIC) publishes RFC 742 on the Name/Finger protocol. It provided a “…status report on either the system at the moment or a particular person…” This marks the start of the WHOIS (name service) protocol, published in 1982.


1977

**MAILBOX becomes a resale common carrier**

In 1977 the FCC approved the MAILBOX message processing system as a resale Common Carrier.


1977

**USPS initiates E-COM email system**

The Postal Service, recognizing the threat of email to First Class mail, initiated a service called Electronic Computer-Originated Mail (E-COM). Again, email was transmitted to a post office where it was printed and mailed to the recipient. The Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) had overlapping notions of jurisdiction. PRC is like the FCC in that it oversees mail-related issues whereas the FCC oversees the carriers and related telecommunication issues. Both the PRC and FCC opposed E-COM.

V. Email Goes Commercial (1978-1979)

By the end of 1977, the utility of, and need for, email had been firmly established. Usage appeared to be growing exponentially. With that explosion, commercialization was inevitable.

1977-1978

Unix MS program rebuilt

The UNIX MS program was rebuilt by Bruce Borden at RAND to take better advantage of the Unix system environment, breaking the commands out into individual programs that run in individual Unix shells. MS aggregated messages into folders comprising a clear-text file, with a parallel index file. It implemented a functional module that supported multiple user interfaces, including emulation of John Vittal’s MSG on TENEX, as well as the email command that came with Unix. Unfortunately, MS’ folder index file implementation was far too general and the system was painfully slow. This prompted the follow-on work to develop MH in 1979.


1978, January - February

Public community bulletin board established

The Computerized Hobbyist Bulletin Board System (CBBS) was developed by Ward Christiansen and Randy Suess. CBBS used a single phone number and computer
equipment through which all messages passed. Users with modems dialed in to retrieve messages. It officially went online on Feb. 16, 1978.


1978, Early

First controllable worm appears
A computer worm was developed by John Shoch and Jon Hupp at Xerox PARC that searched out other computers, copied itself, then self-destructed after a programmed interval. A Worm program could reach out and alert a human (e.g., via telephone or email).


1978, Early

DEC licenses CCA’s COMET for internal use
DEC purchased a license for CCA’s COMET mail system to use as its own corporate internal electronic mail system.


1978, Early

COM conferencing in Sweden becomes operational
Led by Jacob Palme and Torgny Tholerus, the COM (also named KOM) system was developed in Sweden, starting in 1976, with the first version operating in 1977, and became operational in early 1978. It was a text-based BBS, and the service became known as QZKOM. It was the first social network in Sweden. Enhancements became available in follow-on versions, e.g., Porta-COM and SuperCom.

1978, Early

*Large companies now using email for internal communications*

Citibank, Bank of America, Cook Industries, and other large companies began using word processors with electronic mail capabilities for internal corporate communications.


1978, February

*Office systems include email capabilities*

Dave Farber and Steve Caine at Rand designed a CRT-based personal modular office system (MOS) with a mouse pointing device using commercial off-the-shelf hardware and estimated to cost $7,000. MOS included a messaging system.


1978, March 9

*CCA’s COMET service goes live*

CCA offered COMET to its users as a commercial electronic mail service. COMET ran on a DEC PDP-11 computer and could be accessed by any CRT or hardcopy ASCII terminal. It was announced as a minicomputer-based electronic mail system for intra-company use.


1978, May 3

*First commercial junk (spam) email appears on the ARPANET*

Gary Thuerk at DEC sent the first commercial network spam (mass e-mailing) message on the ARPANET. The message trumpeted two open houses to show off new models of the DECSYSTEM-20 computer. In 2007, Thuerk admitted that he “was pushing the envelope” and “thought of it as e-marketing.”
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1978, May

*Store-and-forward faxes introduced*

Ricoh introduced Rapicom 650, a facsimile message switching system enabling true store and forward facsimile switching that communicated in bisync, High-level Data Link Control (HDLC), or Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) protocols.

1978, July

*AT&T gets into packet switching*

AT&T petitioned the FCC for authorization to offer its Advanced Communication System (ACS) packet-switched data communication service to be provided over both digital and analog transmission facilities.

1978, August 14

*ASCII replacement of Baudot for systems for the deaf proposed*

Senator Charles Percy recommended that Baudot (international teleprinter code) be replaced by ASCII for a government-sponsored telecommunications system for the deaf.

1978, August 18

*Dial-up phone lines used to distribute email among Unix systems*

The UUCP network (named for the Unix-to-Unix CoPy program) came into being. It used dial-up telephone links to enable the distribution of files, and soon to follow, email.
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1978, September

*International email standards effort proposed*

The proposed International Federation for Information Processing (IFIP) Technical Committee (TC) 6.5 on International Computer Messaging Services held its first meeting in Kyoto, Japan, with Ron Uhlig chairing.

- “Meeting minutes of new proposed IFIP TC 6.5,” Rept. IFIP WG 6.5 N1, 4pp, Kyoto, JP., Sep. 28, 1978.

1978, October 2

*National Software Works includes email*

Bob Thomas presented ideas for providing ARPANET-compatible mail service within the National Software Works (NSW) project funded by DARPA. NSW was a project to link a set of geographically distributed and diverse hosts with an operating system that appears as a single entity to a user.


1978, October

*MH Unix message system debuts*

While many email systems, such as MSG, implemented their various commands within a single application, Rand’s MH differed in that it implemented each email command as a separate program, accessed in the usual way through the Unix shell, or command line. MH stored each message as a separate file under UNIX and utilized the tree-structured UNIX file system to organize groups of messages into folders. It ran on DEC PDP-11s and VAXes.

1978, November

**Satellite-based email starts**

USPS contracted with COMSAT for a one-year field test of high- and low-speed facsimile and optical character recognition (OCR) overseas transmission among 101 countries in Europe, Asia, and South America. The system transmitted from an earth station in Etam, WV to the Intelsat IV-A satellite.

- Anderson, H. “What is electronic mail - and where does it fit into the office?” *Telecommunications*, vol. 12, no. 11, pp. 31-54, Nov. 1978.

1978, November

**Who controls the FAX machine market?**

It was reported that Xerox controlled more than 50% of the FAX machine market, with Rapicom, Panafax, 3M, Graphics Sciences, Qwip, etc. offering competition.

- Anderson, H. “What is electronic mail - and where does it fit into the office?” *Telecommunications*, vol. 12, no. 11, pp. 31-54, Nov. 1978.

1978, Fall

**Email flows between the ARPANET and other networks**

Dave Crocker, now at the University of Delaware (UDel), developed MMDF, a Unix-based, channel-independent Multi-purpose Memo Distribution Facility. MMDF ran on a DEC PDP 11/70 that relayed email between ARPANET sites and sites accessible over dial-up telephone lines. Ed Szurkowski, also at UDel, developed the adaptive, link-level protocol for use over dial-up lines. Steve Kille, of the Department of Computer Science at UCL, enhanced MMDF to support some U.K. conventions, and later adapted the software to support the ISO/CCITT OSI X.400 email standard, naming the software PP. MMDF was later re-coded at the University of Pennsylvania to became Pascal MDF (PMDF), and was commercialized through Innosoft, a company founded by Ned Freed, and colleagues.
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1978

Faxing can make money
A FAXgram (faxed telegram) cost $2.23 plus a monthly service charge of $1.00

1978

A program called “EMAIL” is developed and copyrighted
Shiva Ayyadurai wrote a computer program called EMAIL while he was a volunteer at the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey. It emulated a paper-based interoffice mail system then in use at the medical school. While most, if not all, of the features of his system were available in one form or another in other systems at the time, this was the first system called “EMAIL” and thus may be the first usage of the term. However, Ayyadurai’s use of the term differs somewhat from today’s common colloquial use of the term “email” as a short form of “electronic mail” (see Tom Haigh’s article for an explanation of how they differ). Ayyadurai copyrighted his “EMAIL” program in 1982.
- See “email” IN: Oxford English Dictionary.

1978-1979

First user authentication and graphical user interface for email developed
Xerox PARC began work on Laurel, an email system on the Xerox Alto workstation. The system used Grapevine, another Xerox PARC development, for distribution and user authentication. This authentication capability was folded into the Grapevine distributed computing effort (whose primary test application was the Grapevine mail service). Thus, when using Grapevine, one might receive an email marked from "name@parc [not authenticated]" or from "name@parc [authenticated by SomeAuthority]". The recipient could decide how to filter incoming messages, based on the authentication. The design also included solutions to issues such as how to
get your email when your specific email server is down. It was built on a fully distributed computing system with multiple servers, and its interface pioneered the multi-pane graphical user interface that is popular today. This was the first distributed/replicated email system and the first to run on small “PC-like” servers with “PC-like” user machines.

  Archived from the original on Feb. 2, 2022.

- For an image of the screen interface, see 
  http://xeroxalto.computerhistory.org/image/1980_02C-2400dpi-019.jpg
  Archived from the original on Oct. 26, 2021.


  https://www.academia.edu/41012987/Personal_distributed_computing_the_Alto_and_Ethernet_software?email_work_card=title
  Archived from the original on Feb. 2, 2022.


  http://xeroxalto.computerhistory.org/Indigo/DMS/Laurel/6/Manual/Laurel6.press11.pdf (archived from the original on Aug. 13, 2019) and 

- A Xerox commercial showing Laurel that first aired on May 14, 1979. 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0zgi2p7Ww4
  Archived from the original on Jan. 26, 2022.

  Archived from the original on Dec. 19, 2021.

1979, January 10

Need for email beyond text identified

An ARPANET Message Services meeting held at BBN considered problems and issues with network mail, including new “things” like multimedia, fax, and internetworking. It was attended by many ARPANET site representatives and ARPANET NWG members. A list of existing ARPANET email systems was also compiled at the meeting.
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- Farber, D. J. “First preliminary list of Arpanet mail systems,” Message Services meeting, BBN, Cambridge, MA, Jan. 10, 1979.

1979, February

*Military Message Experiment goes live*
An enhanced version of Sigma was installed in October 1978, and after training and shakedown, MME users began full experimental use of the system in February 1979. The experiment was concluded only seven months later, in September 1979.


1979, February

*Prediction for satellite-based email*
Ivan Bekey of NASA/Aerospace Corporation predicted that the advent of large communication satellites would enable cheap, widespread telecommunications, including the spread of electronic mail.


1979, February

*First European email protocol specified*
Derek Barber at the UK’s National Physical Laboratory (NPL) proposed and implemented a mail protocol for EIN.


1979, February

*First email offering for home users*
Digital Broadcasting System began offering Compucom, a time-sharing system for home users that included electronic mail.

1979, Early

First client-server architecture for delivering email developed

Eric Allman, at University of California at Berkeley (UCBerkeley), wrote Delivermail. It was the first message transport agent to transfer email messages from one computer to another, using a client-server architecture. This included the ability for automatic replies or automatic forward of an email. Delivermail was first shipped with Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) 4.0 in November 1980. In the early 1980s, with the advent of the Internet, Allman wrote Sendmail, which was first shipped with BSD 4.1c in early 1983 (the first BSD to include TCP/IP).


1979, March

Internet Message Protocol proposed

Jon Postel at USC-ISI presented RFC 753 for comments. It “…describes an internetwork message system. The system is designed to transmit messages between message processing modules…” This document was updated in August, 1980 to RFC 759.


1979, March

Email for PCs developed

Douglas Gage and members of the Personal Computer NETwork (PCNET) Committee developed PAN, a distributed electronic mail program for personal computers. Paul Baran, head of the PCNET working group, also announced that the group’s main effort would be to expand adaptation of PAN to a wide range of personal computers, so that any PAN could communicate with any other PAN regardless of hardware involved.


1979, March

International protocol for email over X.25 networks proposed

The Telemail protocol was proposed at the 1980 Hanover Fair, Germany. It was constructed from the X.29 protocol for control of transmission of text between host computers linked by an X.25 packet-switched network.
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1979, March

**IFIP working group 6.5 meets**

A meeting of the IFIP working group 6.5 on international computer message services was held in Montreal, with Ron Uhlig chairing, prior to its formal approval by the IFIP General Assembly in September, 1979.


1979, April

**Basic Four combines its office system with email**

A Basic Four Corporation system combining data processing, electronic mail, and word processing was highlighted at the 7th Annual Interface Data Communications Conference. It ran IBM 2780 and 3780 bisync protocols on its own processors with proprietary software.


1979, April

**How should email systems be described?**

Jacques Vallee and Rich Miller were awarded an NSF grant to develop a common set of standards and definitions to enable users and designers to describe precisely the behavior of word processing systems, electronic mail networks, and teleconferencing systems.


1979, April 18

**Telecomputing Corporation of America brings UPI wire services to the home**

United Press International (UPI) and Telecomputing Corporation of America (TCA) offered UPI wire service news to home computers via dial-up to a local telephone number.
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1979, May 27
Dialnet announced
Mark Crispin announced Dialnet, a service to provide ARPANET-like services via switched telephone circuits, including transferring files and email. This work had started earlier, being first publicly described in April 1977.

1979, May
CSNET starts
Larry Landweber at Univ. of Wisconsin held a planning meeting for what would become the Computer Science Network (CSNET). He prepared the proposal on behalf of a consortium of universities. Ultimately, in 1980, the National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded a $5 million contract to launch the network.

1979, June
TCA offers “The Source” for email and news
Telecomputing Corporation of America (TCA) began offering “The Source,” a time-sharing system for the public that included electronic mail as well as many news feeds and features such as: dining out, home entertainment, personal finance, sports, travel, voicegram, weather, and many more. It also included MailCall and Chatting. Its services were offered via the Tymnet and Telenet networks.
- “Electronic mail is here,” Interface Age, pp. 86-87+, Jan. 1980.
1979, June

**NLS adds automatically distributed email**

SRI designed a system to automatically mail NLS journal items to the master NLS Journal and then automatically update all remote systems supporting the NLS journal. The SRI Journal served as the master journal that updated all the others. Consequently, any NLS user could “send” a document to the NLS Journal via email and all sites supporting the NLS Journal would be automatically updated.


1979, June

**NLS Mail syntax defined**

SRI defined the syntax of its NLS MAIL system.


1979, June

**NLS mail becomes unified**

SRI ARC specified a single mail subsystem for NLS/Augment that can be used for sending, reading and manipulating both journal and sequential email. This replaces SNDMSG and MESSAGE for Augment (the commercial version of NLS).


1979, June

**Critiques of NLS Mail**

SRI ARC members Jon Postel and Raphi Rom critiqued the integrated single NLS MAIL subsystem specification for sending, reading and manipulating both NLS journal and sequential email.


1979, June

**Store-and-forward faxes offered**

Compression Labs. Inc., Cupertino, CA, offered a store-and-forward facsimile message switch with inter-machine and teletypewriter compatibility.

- “Store and forward facsimile switch to speed machines,” *Data Communications*, vol. 8, no. 8, p. 9, Aug. 1979.
1979, July

*It’s a GEM*

Telenet offers GEM, which links standard ASCII terminals and a number of public-message delivery systems such as Telex/TWX, MAILGRAM, and international TELEX. GEM was created by Joshua Graham based on the Dartmouth Time-sharing Services system licensed and marketed by CTSS (which is unrelated to MIT’s Compatible Time-Sharing System).


1979, August

*USPS seeks to compete against commercial email offerings*

The US Post office (USPS) continues its interest in email, and President Carter sanctioned it to compete against commercial electronic mail services, with some resistance from Congress. The USPS decided to use MAILGRAM for that purpose. To do that they needed to have the Domestic Mail Classification Guide updated and also get overall approval from the Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC). The USPS proposal was opposed by the FCC. Ultimately, the PRC declined to approve the USPS proposal, and USPS never again proposed an email system.

- “Carter blesses USPS’s electronic mail bid,” *Data Communications*, vol. 8, no. 8, p. 13, Aug. 1979.

1979, August

*Goodbye to outdated messaging technology*

The Pentagon dismantled its pneumatic tube messaging apparatus.


1979, September

*MME ends*

MME concluded successfully in September 1979. Among other results, it was found that many users preferred reviewing messages on paper, and preferred manual over automatic coordination (distribution of messages). Another conclusion was that an automated message handling system such as the one developed for the MME is a more complex system than originally thought.


1979, September

*Xerox XTEN network approved by FCC*

The FCC allows Xerox’s XTEN (1.5 Mbit/s bandwidth) network to be used for electronic messaging services (EMS).
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- “Newsletter,” *Data Communications*, vol. 8, no. 9, p. 15, Sep. 1979.

1979, September 15  
*sflovers mailing list starts*

*sflovers*, a mailing list to discuss science fiction literature, was initiated. The first message was by Larry Stewart from Xerox PARC concerning the books “The Demon Breed” and “A Tale of Two Clocks.” *sflovers* was the first "hobbyist" or social mailing list. This was followed by many others, including human-nets, network-hackers, wine-tasters, and security-digest (*Zardoz*).

1979, September 24  
*CompuServe enters the email game*

CompuServe was the first service to offer electronic mail capabilities commercially to personal computer users.

1979, November 30  
*SRI publishes a “Computer Message Services Bibliography”*

This bibliography covered the many aspects of email handling at the time, based on the published literature. Originally created for the U.S. Navy, in 2014 it became the seed document for the creation of this Timeline.
1979, November

**ACS America offers PRIMACS**
ACS America offered the PRIMACS-1 editing and email system, interfacing with its own central processing units (CPUs) and other processing systems on the ACS Telex message-switching system, for $15,000.

1979, November

**Videotex protocols specified**
Gregor Bochmann identified functions in videotext (video-based interactive content) systems for which standardized communication protocols would be needed.

1979, late

**Flexible fax transmission introduced**
International Telephone and Telegraph’s Domestic Transmission System (ITT-DTS) offered FAXPAK, enabling users to communicate among a variety of previously incompatible fax machines

1979

**Prestel videotex service launched**
The U.K. Post Office launched commercial Prestel (“press telephone”), an interactive videotex system. The Germans and the Dutch also used the system. The Prestel Information Service made 146,000 pages of facts available to users via telephone or specially adapted TV screens. It had 90,000 subscribers in the U.K. by the time British Telecom sold it in 1994.
1979

**Wang introduces Mailway**

Wang Laboratories released Mailway, an advanced electronic mail system that enabled users to transmit email and documents from a Wang workstation terminal to remote locations.

  [https://archive.org/details/sim_infosystems_1980-05_27_5/page/28(mode=2up)]

1979

**Newsgroups effort starts**

USENET, a collection of newsgroups (a forum for the discussion of particular topics) to which users can post messages, was created by Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis at Duke University and Steve Bellovin at University of North Carolina. It went live in 1980, originally using the UUCP network. “netnews” is a general term for the entire news medium.

  [https://archive.org/details/byte-magazine-1983-10/page/n219(mode=2up)]


VI. Email and the Internet (1980-1985)

As the ARPANET expands, and as the Internet is born and enables inter-network connectivity, email similarly expands and becomes a truly global phenomenon.

1980, Early

**Field trial of videotext begins in Canada**

Telidon, a videotext system developed by the Canadian Communications Research Centre starting in the late 1970s, launched a one-year field trial in early 1980 encompassing technological tests as well as exploration of educational applications and other possibilities.

- “Canada's Telidon: Two-way TV is Here,”  

- “Internet: Telidon, the two-way television,” Archives, CBC/Radio-Canada  
  [http://www.ebc.ca/player/play/1631529223 Archived from the original on Apr. 23, 2017.]
1980, January

**Dial-up directory of bulletin-board services proposed**

Frank Derfler proposed a directory of computer bulletin board services that could be accessed via dial-up using an RS232 ASCII port, modem and telephone.

  

1980, January

**Postal services deliver faxes**

INTELPOST was offered by the USPS and other postal authorities. The INTELPOST service sent a faxed document via a data network to other post offices where it was turned back into paper and delivered to the intended recipient. The initial service included Canada and the United Kingdom, with Argentina, Belgium, France, Germany, Iran, Netherlands, and Switzerland joining in. Ultimately, about 50 countries participated. The service was no longer offered as of Sept. 11, 1997, but because of international agreements, it remained available until Mar. 18, 2004.

- “Postal Technology, Technological progress in postal transport,” Britannica, London, UK.
  
  [https://www.britannica.com/topic/postal-system/Postal-technology Archived](https://www.britannica.com/topic/postal-system/Postal-technology Archived) from the original on Nov. 9, 2019.

  

- “INTELPOST…..What the heck is that?”
  
  [http://stampsjoann.net/intelpost/intelpost.html Archived](http://stampsjoann.net/intelpost/intelpost.html Archived) from the original on Aug. 24, 2021.

  

1980, April

**International email standards specification begins**

John Vittal, Debbie Deutsch, and Jan Walker at BBN started work on a message format standard for the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) intended as a Federal Information Processing Standard. This format was used in the X.400 international email standard, developed by Vittal, Deutsch, and Jim White (at Xerox), among others. It ultimately became the CCITT (now ITU-T) X.409 standard. The syntax proposed there evolved into part of Abstract Syntax Notation number One (ASN.1) (now ISO/IEC 8824-1/ITU X.680).
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1980, April

**GTE launches nationwide email service**

General Telephone & Electronics Corporation (GTE) launched a commercial, nationwide electronic mail service to data terminals and word processors compatible with the Telenet network. GTE had acquired Telenet, Inc. in 1979.


1980, May

**Wang’s MailWay downscales**

Wang Laboratories, Inc. released entry level and intermediate versions of its MailWay electronic mail system plus MailWay Distribution Controller to provide central management of electronic mail functions to users not requiring data processing capabilities.


1980, June 1

**Tymshare upgrades OnTyme email system**

Dubbed OnTyme-II, Tymshare upgraded their existing email system, providing an ASCII-to-fax feature, enabling ASCII computer terminals to intercommunicate with fax terminals.


1980, June

**Binary data is encoded for transmission via email**

Mary Ann Horton at UCBerkeley developed **uuencode** (Unix-to-Unix encoding), a mechanism in UNIX to encode binary data (e.g., an executable program) as text for transmission in email systems, such as those using UUCP.

- See the original man page of **uuencode**, available at http://www.tuhs.org/cgi-bin/utree.pl?file=4BSD/usr/man/cat1/uuencode.1c Archived from the original on Dec. 21, 2021.
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1980, August

*Transitioning email from the ARPANET to the Internet*

DARPA’s Vint Cerf published the Network Control Program (NCP) to Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) mail service transition plan from the ARPANET to the Internet. NCP provided the middle layers of the protocol stack for ARPANET host computers. The University of Delaware was then funded by DARPA to provide the email relay service.

- Cerf, V. “NCP/TCP mail service transition plan,” Personal correspondence forwarded by Dawson@usc-is to postel@usc-is, et al., 13 pp., Aug. 1, 1980.

1980, September

*Internet Mail Transfer Protocol proposed*

Suzanne Sluizer and Jon Postel at USC-ISI published the first draft of the proposed Mail Transfer protocol (MTP) using Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) as its underlying protocols.


1980, September

*CCITT begins work on X.400*

The Consultative Committee for International Telephony and Telegraphy (CCITT) appointed Ian Cunningham of Bell Northern Research to chair its message handling system (MHS) working group whose work led to the adoption of the X.400 protocol in 1984.


1980, October

*Formal specification of Internet mail proposed*

Gregor Bochmann and John Pickens proposed a service specification consistent with the Draft DARPA Internet Message Protocol as well as a formalized specification of this protocol.
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1980

First multiplatform email system developed

BBN Information Management Corporation developed InfoMail, a commercial email product offered on various operating systems, among them UNIX, Digital’s VAX/VMS, IBM’s MVS, and IBM CICS. It was popular among users of the U.S. Defense Data Network (DDN).


1981, January

CSNET enables universities without ARPANET access to connect via Telenet

The National Science Foundation (NSF) initiated the Computer Science Network (CSNET), making use of the Telenet commercial packet switching service. The purpose of CSNET was to extend networking benefits to academic Computer Science departments who were otherwise not able to connect to the ARPANET. One of the primary CSNET components was an email relaying service. The proposal was initiated in late 1979, with the project ultimately being approved in January 1981. Contracts for CSNET were let to Univ. of Wisconsin, Purdue Univ., Univ. of Delaware, and the Rand Corp. in late spring, 1981.


1981, April

International email model proposed

IFIP working group 6.5 on Electronic Mail proposed a model for an international computer-based message system.
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1981, May

_France Telecom introduces Minitel_

Minitel was introduced as part of France’s nationalized telecommunications service. Its principal services were electronic mail, phone directory, chat, and dating service. France Telecom began work on Minitel in 1978 and started a trial with 1500 customers in May 1981. It eventually became available in Paris in December, 1983. While the most popular service was the electronic phone directory, the most lucrative service ended up being Minitel Rose (“pink messages”), a sex-oriented chat line. Minitel was retired nearly 30 years later, on June 30, 2012.


1981, Spring

_BITNET provides competition for CSNET and UUCP_

The BITNET (“Because It’s There” or “Because It’s Time”) network was established under the leadership of Ira Fuchs at CUNY and Greydon Freeman at Yale. They decided that IBM’s Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem (RSCS) made communications practical between their institutions, using leased lines. BITNET was a store-and-forward network, and as with CSNET and UUCP, email was a major application.


1981, June

_NLS/Augment Mail interfaces to other mail systems_

Tymshare designed a “foreign” (i.e., “other”) mail interface to the NLS/Augment mail system.

1981, September

MSG begins to be supplanted as the most widely-used email program

MM was adopted as the Stanford email program for use on their DECSYSTEM-20s.


1981, October

NLS/Augment introduces an email directory

Tymshare introduced a “new ident system” that included group identification as well as individual identification and email addresses, i.e., an email “phone book” for Augment.


1981, November

National Bureau of Standards issues a Message Transfer Protocol for comment

The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) issued a draft document for public comment describing features for a Message Transfer Protocol (MTP), which was prepared under contract by BBN.


1981

BinHex file encoding gets its start

Tim Mann wrote a program in Microsoft Basic, BINHEX/BAS, implementing the same encoding format that Lance Micklus used in ST80-III for the TRS-80 computer to convert files from binary to hexadecimal and back.

- Mann, T. “Prehistory of BinHex,” Tim Mann’s TRS-80 Pages.
  http://www.tim-mann.org/binhex.html
  Archived from the original on Dec. 30, 2021.

1981

GILT message standard is developed

The Get Interconnection between Local Text systems (GILT) message standard, enabling message transfer between independent computer-based message systems, was developed within the framework of the International Organization for Standardization open systems reference model (ISO OSI).

- “GILT message structure standard, Internal working paper,” GI:T/MES/FOA/005
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  http://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-68829-4_19
  Archived from the original on June 4, 2018.

1982, January

*Multimedia email appears*

By now there were Internet multimedia projects in development at seven institutions, sparked by the advent of desktop computers with high-resolution graphics. One of them, Diamond (from BBN, led by Bob Thomas and Harry Forsdick, with contributions by Ray Tomlinson), had multimedia email, but the development of multimedia capabilities was perhaps premature, as these projects did not initially address the issue of packaging binary content into regular email.

  https://www.computer.org/csdl/magazine/an/2008/02/man2008020003/13rRUx0xPuR

1982, March

*WHOIS server identifies host names*

An enhanced WHOIS server to identify people, computers, and host names on the ARPANET was launched by the SRI-NIC.

  Archived from the original on Oct. 27, 2021.

1982, August 13

*ARPANET email message format standard RFC 733 is replaced by the Internet standard, RFC 822*

The DARPA-sponsored standard for the format of DARPA Internet text messages (RFC 822) is published by Dave Crocker. RFC 822 included a description of the syntax of domain names. It updated RFC 733 to serve the needs of the Internet, but the fundamentals specified in RFC 733 remained.

  Archived from the original on Dec. 1, 2021.

  https://www.computer.org/csdl/magazine/an/2008/02/man2008020003/13rRUx0xPuR
1982, August

**Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) specification published**

Jon Postel published the DARPA-sponsored Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), used for email transmission, the development of which began in 1980. Previously, it had been thought that Internet mail would be entirely multimedia, and that wholesale replacement of ARPANET mail mechanisms would be needed. This also specified what to do if the mail could not be delivered. It was not until 1992 that a complete specification for multimedia mail was published, and 1996 that the formal specification for Delivery Status Notifications was specified. With the exception of the DNS-based "MX" routing system described in RFCs 973 and 974, and clarifications in RFC 1123, SMTP itself was not updated until 1993.


1982, Late

**Unix Message Handling System, MH, becomes the email application of choice**

Marshall Rose at UC Irvine and others upgraded and continued to maintain MH the original of which was developed by B. Borden, R. S. Gaines, and N. Shapiro at Rand. It became the standard email application for the Unix systems on the Internet. MH UCI ran under the UNIX operating system on DEC PDP-11s and VAXes.
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1983, January 1

_The U.S. government networks transition to TCP/IP, and a true internet is born_

After a lengthy transition period of running both protocols in parallel, the switchover from the ARPANET NCP protocol to the internet TCP/IP protocols happened on January 1, 1983, and is commonly referred to as “flag day.” It was the culmination of a multi-year planning effort. Because some sites were late in implementing the new protocols, both sets of protocols continued to run in parallel for a while. This began an era of new mail protocols, like SMTP, similar to those in use today.


1983, April

_First US industry organization focused on email started_

The Electronic Mail Association (EMA) was launched in Arlington, VA. EMA was a membership organization devoted to promoting email, voicemail, fax, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) and other messaging technologies. (In 2001, the EMA was folded into The Open Group.)


1983, April

_Teleconference held on automating the office_

Dean Meyer & Associates, Ridgefield, CT, conducted an early teleconference on office automation techniques.

1983, September

**Augment Mail user documentation published**

Tymshare released Augment Mail Quick Reference documentation. Augment was the commercial version of SRI’s NLS.


1983, September 23

**MCI Mail launched**

MCI Mail included remote printing at locations around the US, and a Telex number for each user. It offered gateways to faxing and telex. It eventually became the first commercial email system to use the Internet, gatewayed through a purpose-built Multi-channel Memo Distribution Facility (MMDF).


1983, October

**BBN releases a revised Unix mail system**

BBN described their Unix mail system in the second revision of its BBN Unix mail system tutorial.


1983, November

**First international email standard submitted for approval**

The final draft of this version of X.402, ISO Recommendations on Message Handling Systems, was submitted for approval. The final adoption of the standard didn’t occur until 1984.
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1983, November

**Domain Name System (DNS) specified**

Paul Mockapetris at USC-ISI published two RFCs that were to become the Domain Name System. DNS became a fundamental building block for the Internet, allowing user-friendly names to be associated with Internet sites’ numeric IP addresses. Email addresses evolved with the creation of DNS, and added to email’s scalability.


1983, late

**Email gateways and bridges appear**

An approach was developed to achieve mail connectivity among incompatible mail systems that do not necessarily share common conventions or protocols.

- Cohen, D. and Postel, J. “Gateways, Bridges and Tunnels in Computer Mail,” IN: *Local Networks: Distributed Office and Factory Systems*, Proc. of Localnet ’83,
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Archived from the original on July 5, 2017.

1983

*Mail delivered over commercial Ethernet*

3Com Corp began offering its EtherSeries line of products enabling computer systems, including IBM PCs, DEC VAX-11s, and others to communicate with each other over an Ethernet local area network, and to exchange electronic mail (EtherMail).

- *EMMS*, vol. 7, no. 9, p. 16, May 2, 1983.

1984, February 13

*First commercial on-line service with a graphical user interface offered*

Prodigy service commenced, offering email as one of its services. Prodigy, accessed via dial-up telephone, was the first commercial service to offer a graphical user interface. Prodigy was founded as a joint venture between CBS, IBM, and Sears. (It was the first product to offer users dial-up service to the World Wide Web in 1994.)

- Banks, M. “Prodigy: The pre-Internet online service that didn’t live up to its name,” TechRepublic, Dec. 18, 2008.
  https://www.techrepublic.com/article/prodigy-the-pre-internet-online-service-that-didnt-live-up-to-its-name/
  Archived from the original on Jan. 30, 2022.

- McCullough, B. “Compuserve, Prodigy, AOL and the early online services,” Internet History Podcast, chap. 3, part 1, Apr. 3, 2014.
  http://www.internethistorypodcast.com/2014/04/chapter-3-part-1-compuserve-prodigy-aol-and-the-early-online-services/
  Archived from the original on Oct. 5, 2021.


  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prodigy_%28online_service%29
  Archived from the original on Jan. 24, 2022.

1984, June

*BinHex published for the Macintosh*

William Davis ported *BinHex*, written in Microsoft Basic, to the Macintosh, publishing it on the Info-Mac mailing list by Joe Heller. Later that year, it was reimplemented by Yves Lempereur in assembler code to mitigate performance issues. *BinHex* was commonly used to send binary files, including programs, as email attachments.

- Mann, T. “Prehistory of BinHex,” Tim Mann’s TRS-80 Pages.
  http://www.tim-mann.org/binhex.html
  Archived from the original on Dec. 30, 2021.
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  Archived from the original on Dec. 30, 2019.

1984, August

*Internet email interfaced to MCI Mail*

USC-ISI introduced MCIMailer to forward email messages between Internet mail and commercial MCI mail.

  Archived from the original on July 5, 2017.

1984, October

*X.400 international email standard adopted*

The CCITT X.400 email standard, largely based on the IFIP work started in 1979, was adopted at the CCITT Plenary meeting in Malaga-Torremolinos, Spain. It includes X.401, X.408, X.409, X.410, X.411, X.420, and X.430.

  [https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc987](https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc987)  
  Archived from the original on Oct. 28, 2021.

1984, October

*Mail is fetched from a mailbox server*

POP, the Post Office Protocol, was published to enable personal computers to access mail stored in a mailbox on a server. POP coexisted with established Internet mail programs, used IP, and was not hardware- or OS-specific. Similarly, mail was sent from a workstation to the mailbox server using the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

  [https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc918](https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc918)  
  Archived from the original on May 6, 2021.
  [https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc937](https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc937)  
  Archived from the original on Oct. 7, 2021.
  [https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc821](https://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc821)  
  Archived from the original on Oct. 21, 2021.
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1984, November

*FedEx adopts email*

Federal Express (FedEx) started Zapmail, a program to electronically transmit documents for customers between FedEx offices. The service lasted just two years, until November 1986.


1984, December

*Development of Lotus Notes begins*

Ray Ozzie started Iris Associates Inc., under contract to and funded by Lotus Development Company, to develop the first version of Lotus Notes. It was modeled after Plato Notes, but included many more powerful features, including on-line discussion, email, phone books, and document databases.


1984

*First software developed to automatically manage email lists*

In 1984, under the leadership of Ira Fuchs, Daniel Oberst and Ricky Hernandez, software was developed to allow mailing lists to be implemented on IBM VM mainframes. Developed for BITNET, the software was known as the BITNIC (BITNET NIC) Listserv.


1985, February

*Mobile phone text messaging proposed*

Short Message Service (SMS) was proposed, with the first document describing the service distributed in June 1985. SMS became the text messaging component of most mobile telephony systems, together with telephone service and internet access.

- *GSM Document 19/85*

1985, July

*Artificial Intelligence filters for email introduced*

The MIT Sloan School of Management developed the Information Lens, an intelligent system to help people share and filter information communicated by computer-based
messaging systems. For example, emails could be distributed automatically based on their content. This was the first use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in an email system.


1985, September

Mail forwarded across mail system boundaries
Annette DeSchon of USC-ISI describes Intermail, an experimental mail forwarding system that enabled users to send electronic mail across mail system boundaries, such as with MCI Mail and Telemail.


Also IN: Uhlig, R., ed. Proc. of the IFIP TC 6 International Symposium on Computer Message Systems - 85, Amsterdam, NE, North Holland Publishers, 425 pp., c1985. This Symposium was held in Washington, D.C., Sept. 5-7, 1985 with participants from 19 countries.


1985, October

DIALMAIL offered by Dialog Information Systems
Dialog Information Systems, an online bibliographic search service, offered DIALMAIL electronic mail to its users.


1985, November

Mail gateway standards specified
Marshall Rose, Dale Horton, and Steve Kille discussed standards for gateways between ARPANET-Internet mail, ARPANET-MHS mail, and CCITT X.400-MHS mail at the IFIP 6.5 North American Subgroup Gateway Project working group meeting held at SRI, Menlo Park, CA., Nov. 13-14, 1985. This was ultimately standardized by RFC 987 in 1986.


VII. Email and the Internet grow dramatically (1986-2021)

The expansion continues. Not even the advent of social networking and texting can dampen the increasing acceptance of email.

1986, January

*First international commercial email interconnection established*

The first international commercial email interconnection was initiated between GTE Telenet’s Telemail and Telecom Canada’s Envoy 100.


1986, January

*Using MX resource records to route email*

It became obvious in 1985 that the domain name system needed to be extended to allow for accurate routing of email. After much deliberation, the culmination of the effort was the creation of Mail Exchanger (MX) records which provided a significant operational simplification for mail routing.


1986, January

*Domain names provide a standard for email compatibility*

At a meeting at SRI, the various representatives of the Internet, UUCP, Bitnet, CSNET, and others met to resolve email compatibility across the various systems and networks. They agreed upon using domain name syntax for systems on other networks that did not, themselves, have DNS entries.


1986, February

*MCI Mail interconnects with CompuServe*

MCI Mail provided a gateway to CompuServe to enable the first domestic interconnection of commercial public email services.

1986, February

*Network news transfer protocol published*

The Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) “specifies a protocol for the distribution, inquiry, retrieval, and posting of news articles using a reliable stream-based transmission of news.”


1986, April

*X.400 receives preliminary commercial approval*

The Corporation for Open Systems (COS), composed of major computer and telecommunications companies in the United States, met with similar organizations from Canada and Europe to approve preliminary design standards for electronic mail based on the CCITT X.400 standard.


1986, May

*Andrew Message System developed at CMU*

Nathaniel Borenstein, Craig Everhart, Larry Raper and Jonathan Rosenberg introduced the campus-wide Unix-based Andrew Message System to provide a “multi-media interface to mail, mailing lists, and bulletin boards.” It was part of the Andrew Project, developed jointly by IBM and Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) starting in 1982 to run on PCs using the Kermit file transfer program and the Versatile Commodore Emulator (VICE) file system.
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1986, May

*Email moves to PCs*
The personal computer (PC) local area network (LAN) mail conference was held at Stanford University to examine PC mail protocols. It was attended by Bob Metcalfe, Bob Bressler, Alan Kessler, Bob Purvy, and Bob Stephens, among others.

1986, May

*Distributed email on PCs developed*
Dave Clark and Mark Lambert at the MIT Laboratory for Computer Science (MIT-LCS) published RFC 984 on the design of *PCMAIL: A Distributed Mail System for Personal Computers*. Today’s IMAP4 is, to some extent, IMAP2+PCMAIL+MIME.

1986, Summer

*First automated email list distribution software developed*
Eric Thomas was a student in Paris when BITNIC LISTSERV was developed, and saw the problems with it, especially automatically handling requests that had to be handled manually. Thomas developed a “Revised LISTSERV” server that, among other things, automated “add me to this list” requests. Development continued with the work being transferred to L-Soft for its commercialization in May 1993.

1986, September

*Tymshare offers X.400 mail*
X.Ontyme by Tymshare offered X.400 mail that provided “unattended send and receive functions” to customers.

1986, September

*Enhanced electronic document exchange introduced*
NSF launched EXPRESS to improve the ability of researchers to exchange documents containing text, images, and graphics.
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1986

*Elm email client released*

Elm (ELectronic Mail), a text-based email client for Unix, was first released in 1986, probably in November. It was developed by Dave Tayler, then at Hewlett Packard. Elm is notable for having the ability to automatically filter and sort email, and is probably the first to enable those actions.

- Taylor, D. “autoreplying to mail with ‘filter’.” [https://groups.google.com/g/comp.mail.elm/c/Bk6j7qbMg2Y/m/jFSytJky-b0J](https://groups.google.com/g/comp.mail.elm/c/Bk6j7qbMg2Y/m/jFSytJky-b0J) Archived from the original on Feb. 3, 2022.

1986

*NSFNet initiates operations*

NSF’s supercomputing program was launched in 1984. In 1985, four supercomputing centers were established with NSF support. Part of the initiative was the creation of an internet called NSFNet, which became operational in 1986 and was connected to the Internet. This led eventually to the commercialization of the Internet.


1986

*Military email moves to PCs*

The DDN NIC at SRI developed Simple Access to Mail (SAM), a mail management software package that enabled military network users to download/upload email from a host computer and manage it on a PC.

- “PC SAM, simple access to e-mail user’s guide,” SRI-NIC, Menlo Park, CA., Sep. 1986.
1986

*European email industry association founded*

The European Electronic Mail Association (EEMA) was founded, with an inaugural meeting held Mar. 24, 1987 in Paris, sponsored by the French PTT.


1987, January

*Email usage continues to increase*

It was estimated that there are 975,000 users of various commercial email systems.


1987, February

*Privacy Enhanced Mail provides secure exchange of email*

Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM), a set of message authentication and encryption procedures, was developed by the IAB Privacy Task Force chaired by Steve Kent at BBN. PEM was described in a series of Internet RFCs (*e.g.*, RFC 989). This work was then standardized in a series of RFCs (1421, 1422, 1423, 1424) in February 1993. The standard was never widely adopted, and was ultimately supplanted by the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) protocol and Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME). End-to-end security software for email is still not widely used.


1987, April

*Vendors demonstrate international X.400 interconnectivity*

Fourteen vendors from 8 countries demonstrated interconnectivity of their electronic mail systems using X.400 at the Hannover Messe trade fair in Germany.

1987, July

Email provided for the deaf

DEAFNET communication services for hearing-impaired children at 12 schools was funded as a collaboration by the U.S. Dept. of Education, the National Institute of Handicapped Research, and GTE. This continued the work on DEAFNET that Ken Harrenstein, Earl Craighill and David Fylstra at SRI began in 1982, as well as the Visicom effort in Great Britain, a joint project between British Telecom and GTE Telenet.

- Who is DCI.DEAFNET? “DCI.DEAFNET is a Nationwide Electronic Mail System for the Deaf.” Deaf Communications Institute, Framingham, MA. [https://www.smecc.org/deafnet/Scan%20deafnet%20who%20is%20dcie20deafnet%20201-208.pdf](https://www.smecc.org/deafnet/Scan%20deafnet%20who%20is%20dcie20deafnet%20201-208.pdf) Archived from the original on Jan 3, 2020.

1987, July

MCI Mail offers bulletin board service

MCI Mail offered bulletin board service, providing “multiple distribution of email messages” to users for $25/month.


1987, July

New DIALCOM service offers “Priority” email

DIALCOM launched a new service called COMMUNICATE! that offered “Priority One email service reaching 17 countries.”


1987, September 3-4

Graphical document exchange explored

A workshop was held at CMU to investigate methodologies for exchanging scientific documents other than plain text (that is, including equations, line drawings, scanned images, etc.).


1987, September 20-25

Phishing first described and discussed

While the origin of the term phishing is commonly attributed to America On-Line (AOL), Jerry Felix and Chris Hauck presented a paper at the INTEREX conference in which they discussed a method for a third party to imitate a trusted service, thereby enticing people to provide information that was otherwise “private.” Email became the most convenient and prominent vector for phishing attacks.
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1987, October

**DASnet exchanges messages among dissimilar email systems**

DASnet (D. A. Systems, Campbell, CA) designed a system that maintained accounts on 18 different email systems and automatically exchanged messages among them.


1987

**Email language translation service offered**

GlobalLink offers translation service for short (1-5 page) email documents from/to English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese.


1987

**Seven systems dominate the commercial email market**

Seven email services dominated the publicly-available electronic mail market in 1987: AT&T Mail, GEISCO Quik-Comm, GTE Telenet Telemail, ITT Dialcom, McDonnell Douglas On-Tyme, MCI Mail, and Western Union Easy Link.

- *1987 Inc. Office Guide*

1987

**Email combined with netnews**

After earlier GNU Emacs extensions to allow email handling, GNUS was created by Masanobu Umeda at Fujitsu Laboratories. Originally a netnews reader, it later enabled the reading and composing of both news and mail. (netnews is a generalized newsgroup mechanism, where users or organizations post messages called articles or posts in one or more categories.) GNUS ran within GNU (GNU’s Not Unix) Emacs, and was written in the Lisp programming language. The GNU Project is sponsored by the Free Software Foundation.
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1988, March

**Knowbots created**

Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) developed the notion of active, mobile (moveable) software components which they called Knowbots (Knowledge-Based Object Technology). A Knowbot is an active program capable of operating in its native software environment that performs services for its users. Although a general capability, Knowbots originally were intended to be part of a Digital Library System.


- See also the entries above for Active message processing (Fall, 1977), and below for General Magic develops Telescript (1990), and OMG (Exchanging messages via remote procedure calls) (Nov. 1991).

1988, April

**Commercial mass emailing offered**

Business Corporation of America, Fairfax, VA, offered the Zipnet commercial electronic mass mailing service and software. While originally intended for legitimate marketing purposes, many consider mass emailing mechanisms the primary source of spam email today.


1988, April

**New version of X.400 standard released**

Continuing the evolution of email standards, X.400 version 5.5 was released. It was a complete rewrite of the 1984 standard. By this time, earlier collaboration and liaisons with ISO TC 97 and, later, after it was formed, with ISO/IEC JTC 1, had evolved into a joint development agreement with work and approvals involving committees, working groups, and final review in both bodies. The ITU (CCITT) X.400 Recommendations and the ISO/IEC International Standards (with ISO/IEC 10021 at their core), contain substantially identical text and were published at about the same time.


1988, July

**IMAP published**

Mark Crispin published Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), another way to access mail on a server. IMAP can be considered a superset of POP, though very different in intent. POP was entirely about downloading messages, while first-generation IMAP was a kiosk-oriented remote access and use protocol, with the original intent of enabling a “workstation or similar small machine to access electronic mail from a mailbox server.”


1988, August

**Internet Relay Chat developed**

Based on earlier developments, Jarkko Oikarinen, a Finnish college student at the time, developed Internet Relay Chat (IRC), a protocol that facilitates text communication using a client/server model. An IRC Client communicates with chat servers to transfer messages to other clients. While mainly designed for group communication, it also facilitated private, one-on-one messages and file sharing. It was the first inter-platform chat mechanism.


1988, September

**First Internet trade show opens**

Dan Lynch, in cooperation with the Internet Architecture Board (IAB), started a workshop in August 1986 called “Advanced Computing Environments” to teach corporations about the technology behind the Internet. In September 1988, Lynch organized the first Interop trade show to demonstrate equipment from multiple vendors communicating interoperably using TCP/IP. It also provided a marketplace for the government (and others) to buy commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) internet-compatible products. This was the start of the commercialization effort to transition the Internet from government-funded research to the private sector.

1988

*Eudora email client debuts*

Steve Dorner, at University of Illinois, started the development of the Eudora email client. Announced July 3, 1990 in a USENET posting, Eudora was later acquired by Qualcomm in 1992. Until development stopped in 2006, Eudora was the most popular email client on the Internet. Eudora was highly customizable, had fine-grained filtering, sorting within a mailbox, allowed “redirect” of a message in addition to forwarding, and offered capabilities that, for the most part, were unmatched by other contemporary email clients. Originally, Eudora used POP to access mail servers, but when IMAP started getting traction, an effort was made to extend Eudora to include it.

  [https://groups.google.com/g/comp.archives/c/NgbQu78ODXY/m/foLFQMK0vOMJ](https://groups.google.com/g/comp.archives/c/NgbQu78ODXY/m/foLFQMK0vOMJ). Archived from the original on Feb. 3, 2022.

1988

*National Research and Education Network formed*

A national research and education network (NREN) started, with the purpose of supporting the needs of the research and education communities within a state or country. Each NREN is a specialized internet service provider.


1989, February

*First email link made to the USSR*

San Francisco/Moscow Teleport Inc. established a commercial dedicated electronic mail link with the Institute for Automated Systems of the Soviet Union.

1989, March

World Wide Web proposed

Tim Berners-Lee presented a proposal to the management at Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) for a system that eventually became known as the World Wide Web (WWW or the Web). The first browser and website went live on December 30, 1990.


1989, July

Email usage continues to grow unabated

It was estimated there are 15 million email users shortly before the U.S. government-sponsored Internet went commercial.


1989, mid

CompuServe and MCI Mail connect to the Internet

CompuServe and MCI Mail connected their email services to the Internet mid-year, with CompuServe’s service beginning on July 14, 1989.


1989, October

Requirements for Internet host software, including email, are defined

Bob Braden at USC-ISI defined and discussed the requirements for Internet host software in RFC1123. Section 5 discussed RFC 822-based email and the interaction of email clients with SMTP, with major contributions by Craig Partridge and John Klensin.

1989, October

**AOL: “Welcome! You’ve got mail.”**

AOL, which can be traced back to 1985 and earlier, became a commercial service in October 1989, and its users heard “Welcome! You’ve got mail.” for the first time.


• “America Online AOL dial up sounds with ‘Welcome, You’ve Got Mail’ and more!,” YouTube, Feb. 17, 2014. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5L37RrODtA Archived from the original on Nov. 21, 2020.

1989, November

**“The World” is the first commercial service provider to provide a direct connection to the Internet**

STD, Inc. (doing business as Software Tool and Die) was incorporated on March 21, 1989 by Barry Shein. Their service, The World, provided access to the Internet for their dial-up users, as well as software services, such as email.


1990, February

**Email directory service group meets**

Western Union convened a meeting to develop email directories based on the X.500 protocol. Representatives of AT&T, Sprint International, GE Information Services, MCI Communications Corp., Pacific Bell, IBM Information Network and others participated.


1990

**General Magic develops Telescript**

Started at Apple in 1989, and later spun out, General Magic developed Telescript, a programming language and interpreter that enabled programs on one machine to be transmitted to and executed on another. General Magic’s aim was to develop a pocket communicator (what today we would think of as a smartphone) with email, address book, calendar, phone, etc. They succeeded in accomplishing much of their goal and announced their first product in February 1993.
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- See also the entries above/below for Active message processing (Fall, 1977), Knowbots created (Mar. 1988), and OMG (Exchanging messages via remote procedure calls) (Nov. 1991).

1991, June 6

*PGP adds encryption to email*

Philip Zimmerman created Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), an encryption mechanism used for signing, encrypting and decrypting email, among other things. It was publicly released on June 6, 1991.


1991, November

*Exchanging messages via remote procedure calls*

The Object Management Group (OMG) vendor consortium released software that enabled object-oriented applications to exchange messages or invoke procedures on other machines via remote procedure calls (RPC).

- See also the entries above for Active message processing (Fall, 1977), Knowbots created (Mar. 1988), and General Magic develops Telescript (1990).
1991, December 9

Commercial use of the Internet permitted

The High-Performance Computing Act of 1991, introduced in the U.S. Senate by Sen. Albert (Al) Gore, became law. It allowed for phasing out federal support for non-government Internet backbones, and encouraged commercial entities to set up their own backbones. The backbone operators created the Central Internet Exchange to interconnect their backbones and directly exchange traffic. The Internet then started carrying commercial traffic, which enabled Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to finally offer email and other services to the public.


1992, June

MIME specified. What's in the body of email?

An Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working group chaired by Nathaniel Borenstein and Ned Freed developed Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) to describe the structure of mail message bodies. MIME drew a lot of inspiration from the Andrew Messaging System, a collaboration between IBM and CMU, which had gone into use at CMU around 1986. Originally started largely to do non-ASCII and multiple language email, it grew to include multimedia, and eventually HTML-based email.

1992, November 24

First email sent to Antarctica

A real-time video link using data networking was established that enabled email and other traffic to reach Antarctica’s McMurdo Station.


1992, December 3

First SMS message sent

Short Message Service (SMS), proposed in 1985, became operational, enabling mobile phone users to send each other short text messages.


1993, February

SMTP extended to support optional features, types of mail, and other capabilities

RFCs 1425, 1426 and 1427 were published, providing SMTP with mechanisms by which servers could announce extended features for which they had support and clients could then indicate which features they were using and optionally supply parameters to them. These mechanisms provided the foundation for subsequent important development of, for example, delivery service notifications, 8-bit character transport without requiring encoding into an ASCII-compatible form, negotiation of maximum message sizes between server and client (so that messages that are too large need not be transmitted to find that out), encrypted transmission of messages, and use of email addresses containing non-ASCII characters. Other extensions followed that were eventually incorporated into the SMTP specification. The extensions are noted in registries maintained by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).
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• “Mail Parameters,” Internet Assigned Number Authority registry of SMTP Service Extensions.  
  https://www.iana.org/assignments/mail-parameters/mail-parameters.xhtml.  
  Archived from the original on Jan. 30, 2022.

1994, early  
  *Internet connectivity established between the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and Russia*  
  The Russian Institute for Space Research (IKI) in Moscow became an operational NASA Science Internet hub providing Internet connectivity between NASA scientists and their Russian colleagues. The effort began in January 1993.

1994, March 9  
  *First web-based email system demonstrated*  
  Phillip Hallam-Baker of the CERN Programming Techniques Group (PTG) announced the alpha testing of the PTG MAIL-DAEMON server. The Mail Server Daemon enabled a user to access mail on a remote host via the World Wide Web. This was a demo and was never released.
  • Hallam-Baker, P. The original announcement “Announcing alpha test of PTG MAIL-DAEMON server” is archived on  
    https://groups.google.com/g/comp.archives/c/vpWqUAmg8xU.  
    Archived from the original on Feb. 3, 2022.

1994, October 20  
  *Whitehouse.gov launched*  
  President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore opened a new web page for the White House in the United States. It included personal email addresses for the President, Vice President, and their spouses.
  • “Frequently Asked Questions.”  
    Archived from the original on Mar. 19, 2021.

1994, November  
  *Web-based social networking starts with the founding of Geocities*  
  While computer-mediated communication had been available in many forms on the ARPANET and Internet (e.g., bulletin board services and usenet), social networking on the Web began as generalized online communities. There are many examples, but perhaps Geocities, founded in November 1994 by David Bohnett and John Rezner, is the earliest. Many others followed, including Friendster, Myspace, LinkedIn and Facebook (in 2004). Many eventually enabled users to communicate (e.g., Facebook Messenger and LinkedIn Messaging) with interfaces to email.
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1994

*First dial-up access to the World Wide Web*
Prodigy was the first dial-up service to provide access to the World Wide Web for its subscribers. It also offered web page hosting to its members.

1995, September 26

*First commercial webmail offered*
cc:Mail, a web-based email program, was introduced in 1994 by Bill Fisher at Lotus; it became a commercial product in the Fall of 1995. While only cc:Mail users could access their mail via the Web in this way, Hotmail and RocketMail followed it quickly in 1996.

1995

*Automatic email filtering and sorting developed to help with information overload*
Jonathan Helfman at AT&T Bell Laboratories and Charles Lee Isbell at MIT developed Ishmail, a program that sorted email messages into mailboxes, and ordered mailboxes by a combination of user-specified priorities and alarms. It was intended to help users manage massive amounts of email; those that are suffering from “information overload.”
However, sorting messages within a mailbox had been available in Eudora since at least March 1991 and filtering since Sept. 1993, and in elm since about 1987.

- Taylor, D. “autoreplying to mail with ‘filter’.” https://groups.google.com/g/comp.mail.elm/c/Bk6j7qbMg2Y/m/jFSytJky-b0J Archived from the original on Feb. 3, 2022.

1996, January

**Delivery and reading confirmation specified**

The SMTP specification was extended to include facilities for more extensive Delivery Status Notifications and Message Disposition Notifications than was provided in RFC 821.


1996, April

**Email overload recognized**

The term “email overload” is used by Steve Whittaker and Candy Sidner of Lotus Development Corp. “…to describe the use of email for functions that it wasn’t designed for.” It has come to be used to describe (as Milos Vacek states) “…when users are hardly capable of managing all of their incoming messages and consequently their regular work.”

1996, August

*First mobile device with email and browsing*

The Nokia 9000 Communicator, one of the earliest smartphones, is introduced to the market. It was the first such device to offer email and web browsing in a single device.


1996, August

*Juno offers free email service*

Founded in May, 1996 by Charles Ardai, Brian Marsh, and Clifford Tse, Juno initiated a free email service in August, 1996. Juno offered a dial-up application, supported by advertising, that was somewhere between AOL and the free net model that was failing at the time in the marketplace. Juno’s email service limited messages to 35kB and did not allow attachments.
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1996

*Growth of email continues*

It was reported that there were 16 million email users at the end of 1995.

1996

*The Telecommunications Act of 1996 overhauls regulation of telecommunications in the United States for the first time since 1934*

The Telecommunications Act of 1996 greatly revised the Communications Act of 1934 to include many new forms of communication. This was the first major overhaul of U.S. telecommunications law in over 60 years.

1997, July 11

*Pictures are sent by cell phone*

Phillipe Kahn inaugurated transmission of photos by cell phone, sending a picture of his newborn daughter to over 2,000 people across the world.

1998, December 18

*Email popularized by Hollywood*

The movie “You’ve Got Mail” was released on December 18, 1998. It’s a romantic comedy, and much of the communication between the leads in the movie was done using AOL’s email, further popularizing email as a mainstream communication method.
1998, December

*Message Submission Servers specified*

The needs of mail servers that work directly with users and mail user agents (MUA) are different from those of SMTP servers in the middle of the network. The former is re-specified as Message Submission Servers. This necessitated the creation of the terms message submission agent (MSA) and mail transfer agent (MTA), as well as mail user agent.


1998

*PDAs include an email client for the first time*

Symbian released an operating system for Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and, later, mobile phones, that included an email client.


1999, January 19

*First PDA to include email released*

Research in Motion released the BlackBerry 850 “email pager” on January 19, 1999. It was the first popular handheld device to integrate email.


1999, June

*S/MIME published*

RFC 2630 which became Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) was published. S/MIME documented a Cryptographic Message Syntax that could be used to digitally sign, digest, authenticate, or encrypt arbitrary messages. The actual S/MIME standard for public-key encryption and signing of MIME data was later documented in RFCs 3369, 3370, 3850 and 3851 published in August 2002.

1999, September 1

*Email-only appliance released*

The Cidco MailStation was released in 1999. It was a standalone portable email appliance that had to be connected to a phone line. It was directed toward individuals who wanted email but who did not want a computer or PDA. Originally sold by Amazon, it was also marketed by Earthlink as the Mivo 100. Earthlink terminated support of the Mivo devices prior to November, 2010.

- “PC-Free Email,” PC Magazine, vol. 18, no. 15, p. 64, Sep. 1, 1999. [https://books.google.com/books?id=cr7PRid0y5UC&pg=PA64-v=onepage&q&f=false](https://books.google.com/books?id=cr7PRid0y5UC&pg=PA64-v=onepage&q&f=false)

2000, April

*Windows Mobile gets email*

The Pocket PC was launched, running Microsoft Windows CE. In 2003, the mobile version of CE was renamed Windows Mobile. It came bundled with a variety of software, including a mobile version of Microsoft Outlook.


2001, January

*Email filtering standardization specified*

The standardization of a language “that can be used to create filters for electronic mail” is started with the publication of RFC 3028.


2001, January 11

*First email trade association succumbs*

After 18 years, the Electronic Mail Association (EMA), which was devoted to promoting messaging technologies, was folded into The Open Group.
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  Archived from the original on Oct. 25, 2016.
  Archived from the original on Sept. 20, 2020.

2003, March

*Domain names extended to allow the use of characters outside the ASCII repertoire*

Because modern email addresses often utilize people's names, there was considerable interest in allowing addresses to reflect domain names that were not normally written in simple Latin-script characters. This started the work to encode non-ASCII characters in addresses.

  Archived from the original on Oct. 26, 2021.
  Archived from the original on Oct. 26, 2021.

2001, April

*SMTP and the Internet Message Format continue to evolve*

John Klensin, then of AT&T Laboratories, updated and clarified SMTP in RFC 2821. This RFC obsoleted RFCs 821, 974, and 1869 and updated the mail transport aspects of RFC 1123. It folded in the SMTP extension mechanism of RFC 821, but did not change the domain name system requirements called out in RFCs 974 and 1035. Similarly, Pete Resnick of Qualcomm, Inc. updated the Internet Message Format standard in RFC 2822, which obsoleted RFC 822, “updating it to reflect current practice and incorporating incremental changes that were specified in other RFCs.”

  Archived from the original on Jan. 19, 2022.
  Archived from the original on Jan. 27, 2022.

2003, August

*Skype created*

Skype was created in Luxembourg by Janus Friis of Denmark and Niklas Zennström of Sweden. Skype is a peer-to-peer instant messaging and video conferencing application that uses the Internet as its transmission medium. Calls to landline or mobile phones were also possible, but emergency phone calls (e.g., to 911 in the U.S.) were not. eBay acquired Skype in 2005, and then Microsoft acquired Skype in 2011.
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2004, April 1

*Gmail introduced with large storage capacity*

Developed by Paul Buchheit, Google initially introduced Gmail as beta software, providing 1GB of storage to each user at no cost. At the time, that was orders of magnitude more than other service providers. Gmail became enormously popular because of its permanent archive of all email as well as the amount of storage provided.


2004, June

*First attempt to authenticate Internet mail senders initiated*

In an attempt to stop email spoofing, several efforts were made to facilitate email authentication. The first was DomainKeys, currently referred to as DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM): “Domain-Based Email Authentication Using Public Keys Advertised in the Domain Name System (DNS).” It was published in 2007 as RFC 4870, although the work started in 2004, and has been updated several times since then. Subsequent efforts included Sender ID (starting with RFC 4406 in April 2006), Sender Policy Framework (SPF, starting with RFC 4408 also in April 2006), and “Domain-Based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance (DMARC)” (RFC 7489 in March 2015).
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2006, July

Twitter launched

Twitter is an online microblogging, news, and social networking service where users post and interact with short messages called “tweets.” Tweets were originally restricted to 140 characters in the manner of cell phone SMS messages. Twitter was created in March, 2006, and launched that July. It started as the podcasting platform Odeo founded by Evan Williams and Noah Glass in 2005.


2006, October 11

Qualcomm announces that future versions of Eudora will be based on Mozilla Thunderbird

Qualcomm and the Mozilla Foundation announced that future versions of Eudora would be based on the Mozilla Thunderbird platform and would be open source. Dubbed “Penelope,” this new version was an extension of Thunderbird with the Eudora user interface that many of Eudora’s users had grown to know and love.


2007, June 29

Apple introduces the iPhone which includes email

Steve Jobs announced the iPhone on January 9, 2007 during his keynote at the MacWorld conference in San Francisco. Apple started selling the iPhone on June 29, 2007. It was
the first true smartphone, and included Internet email and SMS texting applications, web browsing, and music player.

- Steve Jobs iPhone 2007 Presentation.
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vN4U5FqrOdQ Archived from the original on Jan. 29, 2022.
- Miles, S. “Apple iPhone history: Look how much the iPhone has changed.” Pocket-lint, Oct. 21, 2020.

2008, April

*Facebook Chat is released*

Facebook’s messaging facility was released to the public as Facebook Chat is April 2008, after a one-month trial. It was subsequently revamped in 2010 and released as a standalone application (Messenger) under iOS and Android.

  https://www.huffpost.com/entry/facebook-messenger_n_5674703 Archived from the original on Nov. 4, 2021.

2008, September

*Internationalization of email continues*

To continue the work started in March, 2003 with RFC 3490, an attempt was made to allow “…capabilities to transmit non-ASCII content…” by permitting the use of Unicode encoded in UTF-8 rather than ASCII. Development of this very important experimental work continued and was ultimately standardized in February 2012, which included changes to SMTP.

2008, October

**SMTP and the Internet Message Format once again updated and clarified**

Evolution of the standards continued. John Klensin updated and clarified SMTP in RFC 5321, updating RFC 2821. “This specification also contains information that is important to its use as a ‘mail submission’ protocol for ‘split-UA’ (User Agent) mail reading systems and mobile environments.” Similarly, Pete Resnick of Qualcomm, Inc. updated the Internet Message Format standard in RFC 5322, updating RFC 2822 “…to reflect current practice and incorporating incremental changes that were specified in other RFCs.”


2008, December 31

**There are 1.3 billion email users worldwide**

It was reported that there were over 1.3 billion email users worldwide, sending over 200 billion email messages per day. Of that, 70% of all emails are estimated to be spam.


2010, September 13

**Eudora OSE released to the public**

After several years of development, the first public version of the combination of Eudora and Thunderbird was released. Replacing Penelope and dubbed Eudora OSE (Open Source Edition), it was based on Mozilla Thunderbird 3.0.4.


2012, February

**Standards specified for internationalized email**

Because modern email addresses often incorporate people's names, there had been considerable interest in allowing addresses to reflect personal names not normally written in simple Latin-script characters. The impetus for this work built on efforts to encode non-ASCII characters in domain names with original specifications published in 2003 and a significant revision followed in 2010. Unsurprisingly, the interest was greatest in areas that used scripts very different from Latin-based script. Following earlier, experimental, versions published in September 2008, standards were published in February 2012 to extend SMTP to allow these characters in addresses and to modify the email header specifications and delivery status notifications to allow for these new address formats.
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2011, July

*Snapchat introduces short-lived messages*

Snapchat, originally called Picaboo, was launched, providing a messaging and multimedia application for mobile phones. Its goal was to have messages available for only a short time before they became inaccessible. Snapchat was initially launched for Apple iOS devices only.


2013

*ProtonMail secure email service initiated*

ProtonMail was founded in Geneva, Switzerland in 2013 by Andy Yen, formerly of CERN. It provides an email service employing end-to-end encryption. Secure email is now commercially viable and easy to use and has been popularized in the press. It has over 50 million users.
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2015, December 31

*Number of email users grows to over 2.5 billion*

It was reported that there were over 2.5 billion email users worldwide.


2018, May 22

*Eudora source code released*

The Computer History Museum announced the public release and long-term preservation of the Eudora source code after an extended negotiation with Qualcomm. These are the sources for the final Qualcomm release of Eudora on October 11, 2006 (versions 6.2.4 for the Macintosh, and 7.1.0.9 for Windows).


2020, June 15

*Hey email service introduced*

Basecamp, a project management and team communication software company, announces a new email service called Hey. They call it “consent-based email, where you’re in control.” It’s a new way to manage email, utilizing a different workflow.

- “Hey: How it works. We didn’t reinvent the wheel, only email,” Basecamp, LLC, ©2021. [https://hey.com/how-it-works/](https://hey.com/how-it-works/) Archived from the original on Jan. 15, 2022.
2021, January 25

The number of email users grows to over 4 billion

Even though other methods of interpersonal communications are growing, it was reported that there were over 4.03 billion email users worldwide in 2020, and the expectation is that the number will grow to 4.48 billion users by 2024.
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DEFINITIONS

**Electronic**: Relating to electronics or electricity. Using, or involving the storage or transmission of, information by electronic means; carried out or performed using electronic devices or computers.

**Mail**: the postal matter consigned under public authority from one person or post office to another

**Postal system**: the institution, almost invariably under the control of a governmental or quasi-governmental agency, that makes it possible for any person to send a letter, packet, parcel, or other article of mail, to any addressee, in the same country or abroad, in the expectation that it will be conveyed according to certain established standards of regularity, speed, and security.

**Electronic Mail**: Messages transmitted and received by digital computers through a network. An electronic mail system enables computer users on a network to send text, graphics, sounds, animated images, or other media in electronic form, to other users. Facsimile, the sending of images by electronic means, is a variant of email. There are two primary subsystems involved in the creation, transmission, and delivery of electronic mail: a message handling system (MHS) which is responsible for moving messages from sending users to receiving users, and is built on servers called message transfer agents (MTA), and user agents (UA) which work on behalf of the user to create, deliver (with the help of the MHS), receive, and manage electronic mail messages.

**Email**: Electronic mail

**Electronic Bulletin Board**: Computerized system used to exchange public messages or files. Most are dedicated to a special interest, which may be an extremely narrow topic. Any participant may “post” his or her own message so that they appear on the site for all to read. Bulletin boards create “conversations” between interested participants, who may download or print out messages they desire to keep or pass on to others. Alternative names include Bulletin Board System or Bulletin Board Service.

**Mailing List**: A list of electronic-mail addresses, or an alias for such a list, that allows the same message to be sent to each address; the addresses on such a list collectively; (also) the people served by these addresses. “Distribution list” is an alternative term.

**Teleconference**: A meeting or conference at which people in different locations participate by means of telecommunications technology, such as telephones or videoconferencing equipment or software.

**Teleconferencing**: the action of holding or participating in a teleconference; the use of teleconferences.

**Chat**: Form of real-time text-based communication in which two persons participate in a single conversation over their computers or mobile devices.
**Text Messaging:** also known as texting, is the act of composing and sending electronic notes between two or more users of mobile phones, tablets, desktops/laptops, or other devices. Text messages may be sent over a cellular network or may also be sent via an Internet connection. The term originally referred to messages sent using the cellular telephone network Short Message Service (SMS). It has grown beyond alphanumeric text to include multimedia messages (known as MMS) containing digital images, videos, and sound content, as well as ideograms.

**Spam:** Unsolicited commercial electronic messages, generally via a mass e-mailing. Although email is the most common means of transmitting spam, blogs, social networking sites, newsgroups, and cellular telephones are also targeted. Also referred to as Junk Mail.

**Spoofing:** Spoofing is the forging of information in an email header so that the email appears to have originated from someone or somewhere other than the actual source, typically to make it look like it came from somewhere or someone legitimate. Often used hand-in-hand with phishing and spam.

**Phishing:** The term derives from the concept of fishing for sensitive information (sending out bait and seeing who strikes); many “phish” using email. Here, a third party imitates a trusted person or service, thereby enticing recipients to provide information that was “private”.

# Glossary of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>Advanced Communication System, AT&amp;T's packet-switched data communication service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSI</td>
<td>American National Standards Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOL</td>
<td>America OnLine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARPA</td>
<td>Advanced Research Projects Agency of the Department of Defense. Early name for DARPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARPANET</td>
<td>The Department of Defense packet-switched research network, forerunner of the Internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARRL</td>
<td>American Radio Relay League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN-1</td>
<td>Abstract Syntax Notation One</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII</td>
<td>American Standard Code for Information Interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T</td>
<td>American Telephone and Telegraph Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGMENT</td>
<td>Tymshare’s knowledge worker augmentation system, formerly NLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTODIN</td>
<td>Automatic Digital Network system (originally called ComLogNet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAUDOT</td>
<td>International teleprinter code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBN</td>
<td>Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BITNET</td>
<td>Because It’s There Network; becoming Because It’s Time Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSD</td>
<td>Berkeley Software Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTSS</td>
<td>Berkeley Time Sharing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAHCOM</td>
<td>Committee on Computers and Human Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBBS</td>
<td>Computerized Hobbyist Bulletin Board System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBEMA</td>
<td>Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>Computer Corporation of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCITT</td>
<td>Consultative Committee for International Telephony and Telegraphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERN</td>
<td>Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (the European Organization for Nuclear Research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHM</td>
<td>Computer History Museum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CINC PAC</td>
<td>Commander-in-Chief, Pacific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Computer Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMU</td>
<td>Carnegie-Mellon University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRI</td>
<td>Corporation for National Research Initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ComLogNet</td>
<td>(See AUTODIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COS</td>
<td>Corporation for Open Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial-off-the-shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Carriage return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>Cathode-ray tube, as in a computer monitor, terminal, or television set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSNET</td>
<td>Computer Science Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTSS</td>
<td>Compatible Time-Sharing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUNY</td>
<td>City University of New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARCOM</td>
<td>U.S. Army Materiel and Readiness Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARCOM-DMIS</td>
<td>U.S. Army Material and Readiness Command, Directorate of Management Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA</td>
<td>Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARPA-IPTO</td>
<td>Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, Information Processing Techniques Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEC</td>
<td>Digital Equipment Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDN</td>
<td>Defense Data Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKIM</td>
<td>DomainKeys Identified Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Domain Name System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEMA</td>
<td>European Electronic Mail Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI</td>
<td>Electronic Data Interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIN</td>
<td>European Information Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>Electronic Mail Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMACS</td>
<td>Editor MACroS for the TECO editor. An extensible display editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMMS</td>
<td>Electronic Mail and Messaging Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Electronic Messaging Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX</td>
<td>Facsimile copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FedEx</td>
<td>Federal Express</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSK</td>
<td>Frequency Shift Keying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTP</td>
<td>File Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILT</td>
<td>Get Interconnection of Local Text systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNU</td>
<td>GNU’s Not Unix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTE</td>
<td>General Telephone &amp; Electronics Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDLC</td>
<td>High-level Data Link Control protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Hypertext Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAB</td>
<td>Internet Architecture Board (until the early 1990s, Internet Activities Board)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IANA</td>
<td>Internet Assigned Numbers Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM</td>
<td>International Business Machines Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCC</td>
<td>International Conference on Computer Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IETF</td>
<td>Internet Engineering Task Force, the premier Internet standards body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFF</td>
<td>Institute for the Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFIP</td>
<td>International Federation for Information Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IKI</td>
<td>Russian Institute for Space Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAP</td>
<td>Internet Message Access Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>Interface Message Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEROP</td>
<td>First Internet Trade Show</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRC</td>
<td>Internet Relay Chat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Organization for Standardization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>Internet Service Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITS</td>
<td>Incompatible Timesharing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITT-DTS</td>
<td>International Telephone &amp; Telegraph, Inc., Domestic Transmission System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU-T</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union – Telecommunication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KnowBot</td>
<td>Knowledge-Based Object Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>Local Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Line Feed or New Line; also, NL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS</td>
<td>Message Archiving and Retrieval System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>Mail Handler, Rand UNIX-based mail program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHS</td>
<td>Message Handling System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIME</td>
<td>Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT-DMS</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Project MAC – Dynamic Modeling System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT-LCS</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Laboratory for Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT-MULTICS</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Project MAC – MULTICS Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT-ITS</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology Incompatible Time-Sharing System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLFL</td>
<td>File Transfer Protocol Mail File command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMDF</td>
<td>Multichannel Memorandum Distribution Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MME</td>
<td>Military Message Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOA</td>
<td>Memo of Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOS</td>
<td>Modular Office System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>Mail Submission Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTA</td>
<td>Message Transfer Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTP</td>
<td>Mail (Message) Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUA</td>
<td>Mail User Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MX</td>
<td>Mail Exchanger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVELEXSYSCOM</td>
<td>Navel Electronic Systems Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVTELCOM</td>
<td>Naval Telecommunications Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBS</td>
<td>National Bureau of Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCP</td>
<td>Network Control Program, ARPANET predecessor to TCP, provided the middle layers of the protocol stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>Network Information Center, founded to coordinate the operation of the network. Initially run by SRI. See also SRI-NIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLS</td>
<td>oN Line System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNTP</td>
<td>Network News Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPL</td>
<td>National Physics Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NREN</td>
<td>National Research and Education Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF</td>
<td>National Science Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>National Software Works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTS</td>
<td>National Traffic System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWG</td>
<td>ARPANET Network Working Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>Optical Character Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMG</td>
<td>Object Management Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSI</td>
<td>Open Systems Interconnection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>Personal Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCMAIL</td>
<td>Personal Computer mail system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>Personal Digital Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEM</td>
<td>Privacy Enhanced Mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGP</td>
<td>Pretty Good Privacy protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLATO</td>
<td>Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations, the first generalized computer-assisted instruction system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP</td>
<td>Post Office Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTS</td>
<td>Plain Old (or Ordinary) Telephone Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>Postal Regulatory Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestel</td>
<td>Press Telephone, an interactive videotext system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTG</td>
<td>Programming Techniques Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND</td>
<td>The RAND Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>Radio Corporation of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSCS</td>
<td>Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC</td>
<td>Request for Comments. ARPANET/Internet technical document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPC</td>
<td>Remote Procedure Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIL</td>
<td>Stanford Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. Also, the Stanford AI Language, an extended version of Algol 60 for the DEC PDP-10 computer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATNET</td>
<td>Satellite Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDC</td>
<td>System Development Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDLC</td>
<td>Synchronous Data Link Control protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>Scientific Data Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMP</td>
<td>Satellite Information Message Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SITA</td>
<td>International airline computerized reservation and message system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/MIME</td>
<td>Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS</td>
<td>Short Message Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMTP</td>
<td>Simple Mail Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRI</td>
<td>SRI International (formerly Stanford Research Institute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRI-ARC</td>
<td>Stanford Research Institute, Augmentation Research Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRI-AI</td>
<td>Stanford Research Institute, Artificial Intelligence Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRI-NIC</td>
<td>ARPANET/DDN Network Information Center (managed by SRI from Menlo Park, CA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSC</td>
<td>Scientific Timesharing Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMEX-AIM</td>
<td>Stanford University Medical EXperimental computer for Artificial Intelligence in Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>Terminal Access Controller, enabled telephone dial-up access to a host on the ARPANET/DDN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>Telecomputing Corporation of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP/IP</td>
<td>Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDA</td>
<td>Telecommunication Data Access message service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDX</td>
<td>Text and Data Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECO</td>
<td>Text Editor and Corrector (originally, Tape Editor and Corrector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIP</td>
<td>Terminal Interface Processor. See TAC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TENEX TEN-EXtended, a paging time-sharing operating system developed at BBN that ran on Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-10 computers
TWX Teletypewriter Exchange Service
UA User Agent
UCBerkeley University of California at Berkeley
UC Irvine University of California at Irvine
UCL University College London
UCLA University of California at Los Angeles
UCLA-NMC University of California at Los Angeles, Network Measurement Center
UCSB University of California at Santa Barbara
UDel University of Delaware
UPI United Press International
USC-ISI University of Southern California, Information Sciences Institute
USPS United States Postal Service
UUCP Unix-to-Unix copy
uuencode Unix-to-Unix encoding
VICE Versatile Commodore Emulator
VGS Video Graphics System
WHOIS Network directory and name server
WWW World-Wide Web
X.400 International Standards Organization mail protocol
Xerox PARC Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
XML Extensible markup language
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